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oward files
an at-large bid to Howard .
The suit seeks $3 million in
Hilltop Staf f Reporter
punitive damages. In addition to the
After submitt ing a proposal to lawsuit, Howard asked the court for
en1er into the National Collegiate· a 'r1estraining order on the playoff
Athletic Association's Division I-AA• games that took place Nov. 28.
football tournament and having it
Howard also argued that the
t11rned down, Ho\vard Universiry has NCAA is not being fair i11 the
decided that it \vill concentrate on its playoff selection process.
$27 million 'lawsuit against the
In the hearing the University quesNCAA.
.
,
tioned why North Texas State
Ho,vard, \vhich completed the University -· \Vhich defeated Louise~son \vith 1J1e second best Division Sia na Tech 8-3 -- was picked over the
I-AA record at 9-1 \Vith a 12-7 ''-'in Bison. Since mid-October, Howard
over Dela,vare State Nov. 21, gave \Vas ranked 20th in the Division I-AA
the NCAA a proposal which ,vould poll and in its defeat over No.14
al low the Bison and three other top Dela"·are State moved up only to No.
ranked teams to participate in the 18, while North Texas State, \vl1ich
playoffs.
'vas tied with 1he Bison at 20th enterAccording to Daniel o. Bernstein, ing the final week of regular season,
the University's acting vice presiden! ended up ranked No. 16.l
for Legal A-ffairs and Counsel,
The NCAA selection committee
Ho,vard is trying to get a trial date argued that North Texas State \Vas
for sometime in March.
ranked ahead cf Howard in the final
''\\' hile the ~CAA committee's poll because of the st rength of both
reasons for rejecting our proposition schools' schedules.
to reformat the playoffs are ~ . T~o day~ after the t;JCAA ~~lec
u11respo·nsive to 1he University's t1on comm1t~e made its dec1s1on,,
• claims, 1he University has determin- Howard President James Cheek aned that the best approach at this time nounced at a pep rally held at the
is to coQcentera!e its efforts on its Bla.c.kbu_rn Center Nov. ~4, that the
pending la\\'Suit against the NCAA Un1vers1ty was ''declaring all out
rather than seeking immediate injuc- \.V~~far~·· .against. the NC~A.
tive relief'' said Bernstein .
,
This 1s the 1naugurat1on of a
The sel;ction commiitee's decision struggle to dissolve a system designnot t~ include the Mid -Eastern e~ t~ dis~ri~in~te, subjuga1e ~n~
:1-thlet1c Conference Champion Bison el1.m1nate 1ns,~1tut1ons ~uch as th1~,
' 1n the playoffs, the University filed ~aid Cheek·. \Yhat we are declaring
tl1e la\vsuit Nov. 25 ch_arging that the IS no,t; a sk1rm1sh, but all out warNCAA had.broke ant}.trus t laws and fare.
had k breach of contract in extending
As Cheek spoke. Howard Athletic

•

Di.rector William Moultrie was overcome by emotion, as tears ran down
his chee k.
''One of the hallmarks of this insti tution has been to challenge and
destroy racism in whatever form it
has manifested itself,'' Cheek said.
''It wouldn't be prudent if we accept the decision of the NCAA comrr1ittee. Therefore we have instructed
0ur attorney's to draft a complaint;
a lawsuit against the NCAA ... , '' said
Cheek. •rwe will carry this matter all
the \.vay to the United States Supreme
Court if necessary.''
The announcement sparked local
and national media attention. CBS
Sports interviewed Cheek and NCAA
Division I-AA selection committee
Chair man Beanie Cooper during the
nationally-televised half time of the
Florida State University and University of Florida football game Nov.
28, while ABC's \\-'orld News
Tonight aired a story on the issue
Nov. 24.
Thi s week's Sports 1'/lustrated
dt1bbed Howard's lawsuit ''a case of
fairness,'' while The New York
Times came out with its Division J.
AA ranking Dec. I and Howard was
ranked third behind No. l Holy Cross
and No. -2 Appalachian State. Accordirig Lo tt.e Times, the poll is..,~'based
on a.nalysis of each team's record,
looking at who won a game, by what
margin and against what quality of
opposition. The quality of an opponent is calculated by examing its
record against other foes. The Time's

Student athlete hit by shuttle bus
By Gail Renee Pinkston
,

II~ Rachel L. Swarns
liillcop Staff Reporter

Savings

Washi11gton,

D.C.

Bank
has

of ·

begun

· negotiations with university officials
to install an automated teller machine
in the. lower level of the Armour J.
Blackburn Center, according to bank
•

officials.
The i11stallation would be part of

a renova1ion project planned for the
center that would i11clude the addition of a• new \ving to building, said
RoQerta Mcleod, center director. A
planning committee headed by Vincen1 Johns, dean of Student Activities and Life, will meet within the

•

Photo by Jeff Fearing

Continued on page 11

Blackburn
•
to receive
ATM
Citicorp

-.,.. .

next month to discuss the effort.
''Our first priority is to make life
easier for students here," Mcleod
said, -calling the Citicorp proposal a
''n1uch needed service."
''We want to provide those sma11 ·
conveniences that cut into the rat race
of being in college,'' she-said.
The Citicorp Savi ng s Bank
machine \vould offer students cash
\vithdrawal services from all D.C.
banks connected into the MOST
Photo by Frank Byrd
net\vork.
1
'Statistics indicate that 70 perce11t Shown Allen performed at the Apollo Theatre to a packed, house
of the students have bank accounts
and 30 percent have checking accounts ... They need convenient service,'' said Richard Simon, Citicorp's
direc~or of distribution and planning.
According to Simon, an October
tour of the facilities and an exploratory meeti11g with Dr. Roger
Estep, vice prcsideii1 of the Univeroriginally done by Jennifer Holliday.
sity's Office for Development and
By Lauren Cooper
She received the first standing ovaUniversity Relations, co.nvinced him
Hillcop Staff Repor1er
tion of the evening. At the end of her
of the plan's feasibility. '' It looks
favorable from our perspec1ive, ''he
The Apollo stage, where many of performance she was also presented
Co-nt-iriued on · paQe 10
America's famous black entertainers with a rose from a gentleman in the
made their debut, gave Howard audience who she later said was, ''a
University student Shawn Allen, a secret admirer."
According to Allen's agent, Berchance to prove that she was among
the ''top dogs'' in Dec. 2's Amateur nard Oliver, she changed her act at
night competition, in Harlem, New the last minute. He said she was
originally planning to sing And I Am
· York.
Taking a split third place win out Tel/in You, another tune by Jennifer
of 23 competing acts, Allen qualiried Holliday, but because two other acts
for the rinal amateur competition en- were using that tune, she decided to
titled ''Super Top-Dog' ' that will be change:
Although it was not apparent to
held December 30th.
The Amateur Night ''Top Dog'' the audience, Allen said the band
competition is a tradition at the ''messed up with her music." Oliver
Apollo Theater. Singers, dancers and said the ending of the song was ''fadcomedians compete in hopes of mak- ed out'' and Allen was unable to
ing it to the final competitio.n, which complete the gutsy ending.
Evbn with the mishaps it was
in many cases leads to professional
Competitors at Wednes- alright because, ''people heard her
Christmas Movie contracts.
day's competition were all previous voice ability and talent,'' said Oliver,
winners of 1987 ''Top Dog'' adding that the ''nostalgia of the
previews p. 7
Apollo'' made the evening a success.
c~m~etitions.
Allen said she has been singing
Allen, who is a fourth year student since age 4 and that she started with
'Buy Black' campaign
majoring in Music Education, said television commercials. ''The first
initiated p. 3 ·
sti.e was not disappointed in placing song that I ever sang was Ain't No
third. ''I have been in too many com- Mountain High Enou$h.'' she said.
petitions," she said. ''And my mom
Allen has competed 1n a number of
MEAC volleyball has
always said, 'Even if you don't competitions. She won first place in
the 1983 Omega Psi Phi Talent Hunt
championships p. 8 win you are still a winner.• ''
Allen sang, I Am Changing, a tune Continued on page j O

Hilltop Staff Reporter

Augus1us Johnson, a 20-year-old
junior from Detroit, is doing well
after he was hit by a Howard shuttle
bus Nov. 20 at ihe Univer!itv's East
gate, at 4th Street and Bryan·t Place,
while attempting to cross the street.
Johnson, who suffered mild back
and knee injuries, stepped off the
shuttle bus arriving from Slowe Hall
dormitory around 3:35 p.m. and was .
waiting in front of the parked b~s to
cross 4th Street when he was hit.
''There were a lot or cars coming,
so. I couldn't get across, ' ' Johnson
said. The bus bumped him in his side
but didn't knock him down. '' I jus~
barely kept my balance."
Johnson is convinced the bus
driver intentionally hit him.
''At first I didn't feel any pain, so
I \vent back to stand on the curb. The
bus driver opened the door, and I
asked him why he hit me with the
bus,'' Johnson said.
According to him, the driver
replied, '' 'I blew my horn fOr you
to move.' ''
Johnson said he did not hear the
horn. He said the bus driver told him
'' 'If you step your a-- in front of th~

. periences severe pain in his back and
knee.
As a third base an/outfielder on
the Bison basebal team, Johhson
said he has notice
considerable difference in his pla ng ability during
practices.
''I'm not the kind of person who
would want to make this into a inessy
issue, if I don't have to. But, I feel
I should be compensated for what
happened to me,'' Johnson said.
Officials of Gold Lines Inc ., the
District . bus company that provides
the shuttle bus service to Howard,
wou ld not comment on the accident.
However, according to the Rev.
Jim Coleman, assistant to special
programs at Howard, the University
the driver, whose name would not be
released, was immediately removed
from the .campus routes.
Coleman said the university ''wi ll
hold the company fully· accountable
for any intolerable actions they may
have committed." He added that
Howard is proceeding with a private
investigation into the matter.
''It's really an unfortunate situa.tion, but we have assured Johnson
that we would assist him by filing the
appropiate reports with the appropiate offices,'' Coleman said.
1

•

Augustus Johnson
bus again, I'll hit you again.' ''
before driving off.
After experiencing numbness in his
left leg and back, Johnson sat down.
Students who saw the accident summoned a security guard from the
nearby Undergraduate Library .
District police and an ambulance
were also called.
Johnson was taken to Howard
University Hospital, where X-rays
showed no broken bone's. However,
Johnson said he sometimes ex-

·NSL seeks
more black
Allen places 3rd in Apollo scientists
amateur night competition

•

-J

t

By Lori Buckner

'

Hilltop Staff Reporter

Blacks are seriously underr.;!presented in science fields, a
situation that can be remedied by
fostering an interest in black
students during their early education, according to a National
Science Foundation (NSF) report .
According to the report, two
percent of the scientists and
engineers in the U.S. are black, yet
11. 7 percent of the population is
black.
One way to bridge this
disproportionate gap to give
young blacks prisitive early exposure to science, curriculum and
opportunities, said the report.
''The consensus is that the
primary school age is when we
should be making the effort,'' said
Associate Dean Elbert Cox of the
School of En2ineering.
Raymo~d F.X. Williams who
teaches inorganit: chemistry at
Howard feels that parents' encouragement of curiosity during
children's ''exploring stage' 'that is
between the ages of three and ten,
can be very important in developing a students aptitude for science.
pr. Elton Price, a professor of
physical chemistry. agreed that
basic creativity and curiosity can
facilitate ·learning.
''I don't think it's (science)

•

./
Photo by P1111I WoodiUff

Student Lorenzo Pugh conducts a science experiment.
something you pick up when you
get to college,' ' he said.
There are programs locally and
nationwide designed to bring more
minorities into science and mathrelated areas. According to Cox
the engineering school is current:
ly affiliated with the D.C .
Me.tropolitan
Consortium
(Metcon).
Metcon, chartered in 1980 consists of area schools, privaie in~titut~ons andd federal agencies. It
is designed to form a link between
resources in_t~~~e_a and juniors
and seniors in high schoOi giving
the students increased awa~reness
of engineering careers and
. preparation for related courses of
study. The program includes
~lassroo m presentations, summer
workshops, advisor)' and tutorial
~ervice.

Cox emphasized the goal of the
program is not to increase enrollment specifically at Howard, but
that there is a national objective to
augment the pool of Pro~pective
black _engineers across the country.
The NSF figure represents a
wide; age group of people, including those who m'any years ago
when blacks. were not necessarily
aware of engineering careers.
''Blacks didn't have the role
models that majority students
have'' ,said Cox. Therefore, he
continued, they could not make an
educated choice and did not elect
to go' into the field. ''There has
never been emphasis for blacks to
go into science, ''he said.
Enrollment, however has fallen
somewhat in the last few years,
said Cox. In the mid-70s there was
Continued on page· ff
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Group see s support

Ford president delivers
annual ·Johnson lecture

•

Fund looks to employees for contributions
Hilltop Staff Reporter

The Howard University Challenge
Fund is \veil underway in making its
goal of $340,000, but is still seeking
the increased support of uni vers ity
employees.
The Challenge Fund, \vhich began
in 1980, is a vehicle for employees to
make contributions towards Howard
University. The contributions are
given to established accounts at
H o,vard, which cari. be specific accounts for scholarships, other funds,
or loan s.
For the 1987-88 campaign }'ear, the
fu11d has raised approximately
$300,000, according to Wylie Seldon
Jr ., assistant director of development
and coordinator of the Challenge
Fund.

Dr. Franklin A. Thomas, president
of the Ford Foundation called for
''coope~ative action amo~g nations''
at the ninth annual Mordecai Wyatt
Johnson Memorial lecture November
20 in Howard University's 'Armour J.
Bl ackburn Center.
The lecture is an annual event held
in honor of the university's first black
president, Mordecai Wyatt Johnson.
· Thomas, who is also author of

•I

·un1vers1~y
· · empIoyees haveI a desire

<

'

Hilltllp Staff Reporter

Employee i;11pport has positive affects said Seldon. ''If you are
<!mployed l.ere and sho\v that you
Jare about the !.Choo!, outside sources
~an be influened to contribute to the
uni,ersity," he said.
The largest gifts pledged by payrgll
dedui::tion have been $10,000. Etch
School or division of the universitY
has a group leader to whom
employees can give their contributions. Each of these division s has
fo ntribution goals to a im for at the
end of the year.
Employees who contribute to the
fund receive a fluffy blue ''Weepul,"
l:t smal l stuffed animal. Certificates
are given to employees who donate
certain amounts.
In order to contribute, employees
!nust complete and authorization
form which designates how the con~ribution 'viii b(: made. Contributions

By Kalena Hammock

"chool ...

By. Tonya Alexander

. . ··

·Reflections on a Multi· Racial Socie·
ty, emphasized world interdependen-

cy ~nd stressed the ''need for every
11at1on to \vork beyond their borders
to help solve problems that no single
government can solve alone.''
(
According to Thomas, world interdependency is evident in the global
impact of the recent stock market
crash, the spread of diseases, massive
urban growth and surplus food production with starvation prevai ling in
the world. These, he said, a re events
\Vhich threaten the world community.
''If we are to su rvive 'under
reasonahle cond ition s we have 10

to support the
;;;.&'

''University employees have a
desire to support the school," said
Seldon. '' It is a fine school and
organi,zation. We as employees
should rencct our support in ' contributions," he said.
project \\!ith a set goal of $2.5 million
to be reached in 1989. As of
The Challenge Fund is in the midst
of its campaign for the 80's, which
is bei11g called ''A Cha llenge t'o r the
Qecade." The Campaign is a I 0-year
December 31, 1986, $1. 7 million had
been contr ibut ed.
The objectives of the campaign are
to increase internal university programs, offer emp loyees an opportu11ity t<ri suppo rt areas \Vhich they
have an interest, build a tradition ol
giving and sho\v the public and
private funding sources tl1e exte11t to
\vl1ich faculty and staff .support the
u11iversity.

may be made through payroll deduction, cash, money order, checks, or
by pledging an amount to be paid by
December 31 of this year.
Co ntribution s can only be made
by the faculty and staff of any school
or co llege at the university and
mem~ers . of the Howard University
Hosp ital. The university'·s total
nuinber of e1nployecs mounts to
'
'
Pholo h}' Carmonique
Robt1ts
about 8,000 employees, sa~d- so:i~ce~.
•
Seldon said if the goals of t,he fund
are not met , certain services ., provided by the university will be dicontinued and special accounts will be
losed.
Howard students Peter Bennett, Bailey Daniel ond Eric Moore ended
''We are urging a'll facul1y and ,
up eating ''out'' after all when smoke drove the~ out of the university
taff to t-.elp us make our goal this
cofeterio. Workers working on the pipes allowed smoke to get into th'e
year. Contributions made in good
oirducts which set off the fire alarm.
tfaith} \Viii make the school what it
•
is and funding will make it gro,v," ' - - - - - - , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ J _ _ _ _
<:aid Seldon.
"

Eating Out

t

•

Advertise in the

Campus Briefs
Students harassed

j

.

According to Phylicia Norma11,
'''110 \\'ill direct the program, ''The
i11stitute is designed to give the
students an opportunity t6engage
i11 the intensive language study and
c11ltural enrichment.''
According to Norman, ''The
juniors selected must have high
academic potential and should
l1ave comp leted at least t\vo years
of French.'' This includes having
at least a B cumulative grade poinl
a\'erage and good Fre11ch language
skills, she said.
lmpro vi11g com111unicatio11
sk ills in Frencl1 \viii be one of the
goals of the program, \\•hich will
run from n1id-June to n1id-July.
Fre11ch and Carribean culture
and literature will also be taught.
.Participants of the program will
receive a $200 weekly stipend.
''It will 1be an excellent experience for the juniors. They have
the opportunity to take college
.co urses in Fre11ch and AfroFra11cophone," said Norman.

said Karen Jefferson, aa AUSLIS
col)1n1ittee member.
The Alumni Support Committee is composed of graduates of
the Atlanta school who live and
\vork
in
the
Ball i more / Washington
metropolitan area.
The co mmittee organized the
fair to raise moriey io support
sc hool, the oldest black library
school in the country.
''The purpose of thi s fair is not
0111)' to expose black books to
children in pre-school to junior
high school and to raise money,
but to provide the H.U. student s
with a view of the world of black
childrens books," said one committee member.

Constant reports of st udc11t harassment by non-u11iversity patro11s have
pro~pted How ard University's
sec urity departmenl to consider supplying students with a ''chemical!
agent that \vould \vard of1
l1arassers, ''according to sec urit
officials.
Th.e chcn1ical, \Vhicl1 is sin1ilar but
less po1e111 than Mace, '''ould beef~
rective in \Vardi11g.'off crimi11 als an~
l1arrasscrs and \VOuld make them
··smell like a sku11k ," said La\\'rence
S. Da,vson, associate director of
scc ur1it y for the University.
I
,
Details on release of the substa 11cd
l1as not yet been disclosed but according to Oa\v son, the departme11t is
lookjng i11to the feasibility of thJ
Students help with
spray.
''The rcalit)' is that there are folks
playground safetly
arourd Ca!TipUS \VhO \\'iii ilaras
stud<tnt s, '' said Da\vso11. Stude11t
The America11 Society of Civil
s l1ou~d avoid certai11 areas aroun
E11gineers (ASCE), a Howard
Ho,vard 's n1ain canlJ)US a 11d sl1oul
University student orga11ization,
\\'alk in groups of l\VO 'or more h~
pla!1~ ~o refurbish the playground
said.
'
fac1l1t1es at the Katie C. Lewis
The security division, sa id
Elementary School, 300 Bryant St .
Da\vson, has received the nlost
N.W., according to Toya Simreports of student harassment from
mons, the project's coordinator.
the )valk\vays bet,veen Slowe Hall
''Ou r main emphasis will be on
Carver Hall, and mai11 campus, and
the kindergarten and headstart
the area bet,veen McDorialds goin
playground. At any particular
north 10 main campus.
time,"there are up to 100 students·
Ailo1her ar~a that should be avoid
usi11g the equipment," said Simed i'\vhere practical," is Euclid
10
'
.......
rno~s, a. senior rnajoring i11 ci~il
Street, west of Blin1pie area fro~
r
m
eng1neer1ng .
Georg ia Avenue to Park Sqt1~re and
The aim of the ASCE is to upMeridian Hill Hall .
date the equipment to meet
''The 1nore.people the better," said
moder11 safety codes for District
Daw.s on, adding that scude11ls shou19
~ -playgrounds.
avoid these areas a11d oth'er areas
_
_ ._I
''Safety codes state that the
\vhe re they have experienced prol
Photo b)' Al Edmondson
grounds must be soft under the
blems. If harassed, students should Book fair drOws crowd.
equipment, sliding boards must be
\V~lk S\Vift ly to their des1ina11on, hd
wider and lower, and numerous
sa'.~s' ,·Jenee and rap"d
'
) Book fair features works
other improvements must be
1 moven1en1 1s f
bl
·- .
made," Simmons said.
tile best response," said Da\VSO n. 1 or
ack children
After AT&T Laboratories ofStudents \vho are harassed should
fered funding for any student
ca ll .j a11d report the incide111 t~
Approximately 200 peopie atclubs involved in community proHo 1vard Security Departn1ent a11d the te11ded the 2nd annual Children's
jects, the playground project was
Thirp District Police Departme11t im- Book Fair, sponsored by the
initiated. Actual construction is
media1ely follo,ving the incide11t.
Atlanta University School of
not sc heduled until 1he Spring.
Library and Information Studies
Romance language depart- (AUSLIS) Alumni Support ComUGSA salutes black
Dec. 3 and 4.
ment gets $80,000 grant rn. ittee,
The book fair, which took place
women, achievements
I
1n the Armour J. Blackburn
I
The National Endo\vment for
Center, featured 60 current ly
In a salutt to the ''jewels of the
published works for black children
Humanitie s has awarded an
black race," the Undergraduate
by nationally recognized as well as
$80,000 s.r ant to Howard UniverStudent Assembly sponsored its
si ty's Departmenl of Romance . local authors. Th e fair also
7th ann ual Salute to Black
featured hard and paperback
Languages for a sum1ner progra1n
Women, Nov. 21 in the Armour
books
such
as
Spin
A
Soft
Black
for higl1 school students.
·
·1. Blackburn Center.
So11g by Nikki Giovanni and Dr.
The program e11titled ''The
''Knowing who you are is the
Martin Luther King Jr. : A Story for
Summer Humanities l11sti1ute in
key to the role of being a black
Children by Margueine C.
French
'
and Afro-Fa ncophone
·woman. Others should not be able
Thompson.
Literature and Culture for High
to dictate who or what you are,"
'' It is good for black children to
School Juniors'' will attract 30
said Dr. Olive Taylor, keynote
read about themselves because it
talented students from l1igh school
speaker and an English professor
is hard for black chi ldren to have
within 100 miles of the District of
at Howard .
,
positive images of ' themselves,"
Co lumbia.
1

_,.,,, -L:...·

-~
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manage not only our progress but our
conflict," sai.d Thomas. Leadership
and. co.operation are the essentials to
ach1ev1ng that goal, he said .
''There is an urgent need for
leadership i~ ar~ that have an im- ·
pact op soe1ety.
Thomas adde that the " current
trend towards . multi-lateralism a
phi losop hy base.ct On wojld 'interdependency and aimed towards the
collective solving of world problems
among nations, is something that
''some Americans seem not to
\Vant."
Some Americans advocate a unilateral society in which the U.S is in
a position of control and ownership
of other nations and international inst itutions, according to Thomas.
!-fo,vever he did credit the U.S with
being the greatest nation behind
'!lulti-late~al.pol icy. He also express· e.d apprec1at1on for Russia's new ·at- t1tude . toward~ the idea of multilateral1s~ policy. and its apparent
r1enewed interest 1n world peace.
Thomas made reference to ttie .
thr~at of nuclear war. He called for
Continued on paqe 10

Persian Gulf
discussed at
HUSA lecture
Marty Lewis
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Economic interest is the motivation
for the U.S. involvement in the Persian Gulf, according to speakers at
the Howard University Student
Association (HUSA)-sponsored lecture On the topic Wednesday.
Speakers included Diza Moswes,

Doctor

Jessie

McDode-Bey

from the Committee for Peace and
Bemocracy in Iran and Iraq' Nancy
Kent, from the Revolutionary Communist Party; and Doctor Jesse
McDade-Bey, from the Interational
Committee.
:<" According to HUSA officials, one
of the reasons for conducting the lecture was to educate students on what
is happening in the Persian Gulf.
''I believe that the only reason the
United States is involved is to make
big money,'' said McDade-Bey, adding that it can be shown in the
millioris of dollars that the United

States receives for giving military
weapons to both Iran and Iraq.
''Hypocrisy describes the United
States," she said, adding that the
U.S. says they are for world peace,
but then they go and sell gu ns to
various count ries to kill each other,

"The United States should

ta~e

care of its many domestic problems
before it should wOrry a.bout' so:"
meone else's problem," she said .
Accord_ing to Kent, it is the United
States who is supplying both Iran and
Continued orl page 11
-

CLASS RINGS

Now is the time to make
your choice. Because
every ArtCarved college
ring- from handsome
traditional to contempo·rary styles - is on sale
now! You 'II he impressed
with the fine ArtCarved
craftsmanship that's
hacked hy a Full Lifetime
Warranty. And you'll
appreciate the savings.
Don't miss out!

The Qua/ii)!
The Craflsma11ship.
The Rezvard You Deseroe.

r

•

· Dec. 3,4 and 7,8,9,10
Date
© 1987 ArtCarved Class Rings.

•

Time

10 - 4

Blackburn Center
Place
·Deposit Required •
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sew ere ...
Harold •Washingto.n dies,
new acting mayor chosen

'Ea gles'
initiate
buy-black
•
campaign
1

•

City mourns loss of first !J.lack high official
By Emeka Njoku
Hilltop Staff Reporier

\\I

l)

By Lenora Harris
Hilltop Staff Reporter
•

•

In an effort to promote the
economic independence of the black
community, the Majestic Eagles company; a non ~ profit business and
development organization, is sponsoring a '' Buy J;)lack Holiday Shopping Spree' ' for 1he month of
December.
1
The shopping_ spree began yester·
day and will 1ak,e place every Thurs·
day for the rest of this mohth . It is
being held at the company's international headquarters on Rhode Island
Ave. N.E.
' 'The idea behind thi s 'B uy Black
Shopping Spree' is to offer the black
co mmunity a c.hoice," said John
Raye, president of the organization.
'' We want to offer concerned in dividuals an opportunity to make a
profound sta&ement about the constant outpouring of money from our
community.••
The '' Buy Black'' cam paign is part
of an evolving trend in black communities across the country. it is
meant to benefit blacks and gain control over the money they generate. '
Blacks spend over 220 billion a
year, and most of it is spent during
the Christmas seaso11, according tl"l

Pho10 by Al Edmondson.

John Roye, pres., and Carlita Haigler of the Majestic Eagles, Inc.
Tj event wil l take place in a malllike fashion \vith Christmas and
K\va zaa orname nt s and gifts
availp.b le. The children will be ent~r·
tainetl by a black Santa Claus, music,

J

star te lling, a 11d Christmas and
K\vanzaa plays.
Booths are open to anyone \v ho
has a business, product or service.
Organizations that have al read y
reserved booths include the lnterna·
tio11al Black Toymakers Association,
bo·utique O\vners, and a variety of
othe~s. Numerous types of merchandise rill be avai lable for purchase, ineludi ng educational toys, african
cultural gift items, cosmetics, jewelry
a11d l1ousehold appliances.

fice assistant at the organization.
''We help people that are in
bus iness o r who wish to go into
bllsiness in the future. We also stress
keeping dollars in the black community,'' she said.
The Eagles have their own Federa l
Credit Union and a variety of investment opportunities such as the 500
Cl11b and the Real Estate Investment
Group. The 500 CLub is for"l: hose individuals whom invest in various
prqperti~s.

businesses and tax

Harold Washington , the first black
mayor of C hicago, died las1 Wednesday, November 24, after suffering a
heart attack at his desk in his city hall
office.
Following attempts by his aides to
resuscitate him, Washington was immed iately ru shed to Northwestern
Memorial Hospita l, which is 20
block s away. Never to regain consciousness, Washington was pro·
nounced dead two and a half hours
later.
Expressions of praise, sympathy
and condolences came in from
around the \vorld after the ne\\'S
spread of Washington's death.
Sen. Edward M. Ken nedy called
his death a ' 'tragedy for civil right c:."
New York Mayor Ed\vard Koch
sai d , '' ... hi s support was broad-based
among blac ks and white~. I think that
in the future, in Chicago, the race of
1he candidate \viii no longer be a factor.''
Presidential hopeful Jesse Jackson,
\Vho \Vas visiting in the Persian Gulf,
cut l1is trip short due to the death. He
stated, ''There is no doubt that \Vhen
a tree of Harold Washington' s
magnitude fa lls, the forest will be full
of sorrow. '' He ad ded, ''Thi s is one
of 1l1e saddest days of my life."

The organization also distributes a
bla..:k Yellow Pages, a business direc!or) in Washi ngton, D.C., and has a
radio show titled ''Destiny '87,"
\vh ich is; hos1ed by Raye on WY CBAM radio.
'
The Eagles latest business venture
is called the Eagles Bt1siness Line ,
~~np~i~a;~~~~ . coordi nat or of !he
Ra)'e said that the campaign is '''hich will be shown on Black Entertainment Television (BET) in la1e
If blacks could spend one million alrea~y a success. He considers the
December. The show will focus on
of those dollars in black businesses, mer9 fa~t !hat it is happeriing here
and no''' ''consti tu1es its success." He unknown blacks who have acheived
that would be good," said Payton. h
. d' d h h
· ·
success. This show will also be hosted
Payton added that the Eagles con- . as qi e icte . t at t e campa ign is goby Raye, who \Vas the firsc black ansider this shopping spree to be only i11g. fO spread .acro,~s ,the country
a step in their quest for ihe black . becaµse he said,
It s the con- cl1orperso n in t he District on
sc io us11 ess we're after.''
Channe l -5.
community .
Raye is optimistic about obtaining
''Our overall goal is to sta rt up a
The Majestic Eagles Organization
By Donovan Banks
a~
least
15
to
20
percent
of
the
black
black shopping mall. As this black \Vas formed by four individuals in
Hilltop Staff Reporter
s.hopping mall grows, then we \viii 198~ . It is a black networking spe nding power.
'' If blacks cou ld redirect their inhave an impac1 on the economy," he 111cdiu1n that believes in economic
Wi1h time running out and two
said. '' We just hope the concept dcvJJopme11t in the black communi- con1e to black business, i1 \vould be faili11g no minatic11 attempts, Presispreads."
ty, 3ccording to Jackie Harris, an of- a joyous Chr·istmas," he sa id .
de11t Ronald Reagan named Judge
Anthony Kennedy as his next choice
for the vacant seat on the Suprerhe
Court.
Since Gerald Ford appointed him
to the Ninth Circu it Court in 1975,
5 I-year-old judge Anthony Kennedy
has been knOwn for his mainstream
conservative principles and for the
open-minded way he appl ies those
principles on a case.to-case basis.
As a result of the rejection of the
nomination of Judge Robert Bork
and the withdrawal of Judge Douglas
Join the hundreds of succesi;lul beginners who are
Ginsburg, Kennedy is under serious
scrutinization. This is so that his
prospering in thei~ own profitable businesses at home!
nomination will noc end as the others
1

I

A.re you gett ing tired of your nine ro t jve job just to
make ends meet? Have you tried to start your- own
business at home and tailed?
Now, at last, lor those who seriously want to start
their o wn profitable business at home there is a
gua ranteed way . It's called '' How to Start and Operate
You.r Own Profi tab le Busi ness a ~ Home" . This incredible
book is corr1plete. It covers everything tram " A." to " Z".
It's easy to read and exp lains everythfnQ you need to
know - step-by·step - - to statt1' your or' n successful
business at home.

Contents

How to Start and Operate Your Own Profi table
Mail Order Bus iness at Home

I

eus1.. ess ..o 2

I

How to Make a Fortune wi th Class i fi ed Ads

I

BUSl .. ESS ..

o

l

I

How to Se t Up Your Own ln·House Advertising
Agency ... and Save Up to 17°/o of
Advertising Costs

I

Th•··F'osalble Dream
For many peoP,le. starting their own ?"oney·making
business seems like a dre.tm that nev~r comes true. .
They think lt requires special talent and ~ots of capital
and only a lew can succ&ed. But nothing is further from
reality than this thought. Just look around you. You see
lots of self·made millionaires wllh no forr:ia1 education
who started with nothing. One thing they all had in corh·
men, however, is a strong belief. Th9y believed in
THEMSELVES and In !heir /D EA S. I know you believe in _
yourself, too. Now you, too, can start any one of these
seven most profitable busines~es reve~l ed in this incredible book . Hundreds o~ peoplel have made
thousands of dollars through · each j ne of these
bus inesses.

did.

BUSl .. ESS ..o

•I

How to Sell Information by Ma il

I

BUSINESS NO 5

I

How to Publish Your Own Newsl etter

I

BUSI NESS ..o &

I

How to Start and Operate Your Own Profitable
Import/Export Bus iness at Home

I

BUSl .. ESS NO

n

How to Make Up to S75D Next Weekend

1

Seven Moat Proflteble Businesses
These are the most profitable jhome based
businesses that can be found in A.merjca today. The
amazing thing about every one of these ventures is that
it does not requ ire much capital. Unlike \he majority of
businesses where you need a large capital outlay of
$10,000 to $15,000 just to get started, you can start on a
shoe string and make a great deal of mOney in a shor1
period of time. Another unique lteature Is that you can
work at home . .You don't need an office, You can start at
your k itchen table. And you'll probably fake so much
money that you c an quit your job i i you want to.

Proof

Free Bonuaea
Your book also inc1upes the following three valuable
and informative bonuses FREE.

I

I

How to Accomplish Anything You Want in Life

I

BONUS NO 2

I

How to Get Free Publicity for Your Business

I BONUS ,,.., ] I

Secrets ol the Richest People
· But , remember - you filiust order within 30 days to
rec"eive th is fabulous set of FA.EE bonuses.

Guer1nteed
This incredible book is full of valuable Information
that insiders have kept to themselves tor many years.
Their secrets have been revealed in this amazing boOk.
We want you to see it tor yoursell .•Send in your order
now. Read i t .~,Study it for 10 days. If you don't agree that
it's worth at least 100 times what you have paid for,
return it w(thin 10 days for a full refund, no questions
asked . That is our IRON·CLAO GUARANTEE.

[

None of these enterprises are gel·rich·Quick
schemes. They are, however, proven get·ri ch·slow programs. If you ever dreamed ol the freedom ol operating
your own profit able business, then this is for you! While
you are reading this, hundreds of peoPle are making
thousands of dollars every month - part t ime - with
these itascinating ventures. Now you i ha ~ e the opportu·
nlty to do exactly what they are 1idolng. v pu 100 can easily be !he proud owner of your own successful business,
earning thousands of dollars In your spl.re t ir.ie - and
best of all - In the privacy of your owrt home!

&ONUS ..o I

r··---------•

By Carolyn Head

ORDER FORM -------.. ·----~

H illtop Staff Reporter

Please rush my copy of '' How to Start and Operate
Your Own Profitable Business ~t Home''. I've
enclosed $20.00.
C Check
.O Cash
O Money Order

Th-e 12 presidential candidates met
on Tuesday night in an un·
precendented mega-debate th.at
drastically illustrated the sharp differences between parties and among

N.\ME

This amazing book gives you step-by·step Instruction
on l'low to st1rt your own favorite business at home and
prosper In the Y••rs to come. There are seven hot. profit·
able programs you can choose from. Pi5k !he one which
interests you the most. Every one of tl)'em Is prov•n to

~:~reo~~e~~~~d ~::r.~:r~:ed~r~~~~:~-~~~ft~~~:~~ ':i~

revealed In this fascinating boOk. So place your order
NOW ... Don't wait to get In on this l~credlble oppor·
tunltyl SlmplyJlll in the handy order form, enclose c11h,
ch.ck or mon•y ord.,, and mail It to us TODAY!
'

'

candidates.
ST.\f!

:

•

I•
II
1.
~I

Z1~----

Please send your order to:

BOOKS-BY-MAIL''
2006 4th st.,N.E.Suite 202
Waahington,D.C. 20002
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By Tracey A. Hymes
H illtop S1aff Reporti=r

Professor Alvin Thornton

worked fo r and in the administration.''
The National Organization of
Women has already Come out against
Kennedy, citing among other things
his one time membership to a club
that did not allow women to join.
! The professor said, ''One does not
want to lessen the importance of the
National Organization of Women's
opposition, but no one group can do
it. It will take a coalition that cuts
across t,lle ideological boundaries to
create opposition large enough to
make a significant difference.''
However , the professor does not
think tha~h.e Kennedy nomination
reflects anYJ(undamental changes on
the part of President Reagan.

'

''I think what he understood was
that he has so many other agenda
items ahead of him - the summit, the
budget deficit, the republican election
- that he could not just continue to
muddy the water with this judicial
nomination, he said.

'i'

Ultimately, Thornton stared that
there does not seem to be anything so
far in Kennedy's record that would
make him immediately objectionable
to blacks, . but that is still being
carefully studied.

Presidential hop~fuls
hold public mega-debate

e1aee. 1982 JOHN WAIGHT

''

St1rt Now

Dr. Alvin Thornton, a n associate
professor of Political Science at
Howard University who teaches
j ud icial process, agrees with most
media sources that Kennedy is far
better qualified than the two previous
nominees.
Thornton contends that although \
Reagan could have appointed so·
meone who is yet a little more
moderate and centrist, his nominee is
as close to retired Justice Lewis
Powell as the system would allow.
According-to the professor, Ken- ·•
nedy seems more inclined to employ
a case·by·case method rather than
trying to ''establish any long term
ideological agenda." This, says
Thornton , should make him acceptable to the Southern Democrats.
According to Thornton, another
noteworthy difference between Ken·
nedy and .the other nominees is that
'' he has not had such a politiCal relationship with the (Reagan) admini stration. The other two had

The Republican contenders are
Vice-President George Bush; Senate
Minority Leader Robert Do!e;
Secretary of State Alexander Haig;
Rep. Jack Kemp of New Jersey;
former Delaware Gov. Pete du Pont;
and former television evangelist Pat
Robertson.
The Democrats are Rev. Jesse
Jackson; Massachusetts Gov.
Michael Dukakis; Sen. Albert Gore
Jr . of Tennessee; Rep. Richard
Gephardt of Missouri; Illinois Sen.
Paul Simon
·a nd former Arizona Gov. Bruce

\

IHomicide
•
rates r1se
•
1n ·area

High court's
new hopeful
best th us far

HOW TO START AND OPERATE YOUR
OWN PROFITABLE BUSINESS AT HOME

,.

•
and relatives gathered in the hospital
Accdrding
to
officials,
emergency room, while others anxWashington, wl10 has no past history
iously waited outside of the hospital.
of heart disease, had been complainWashington became mayor of
ing of chest pains days before. They
Chicago in 1983. In his inauguration
added that he seemed ''robust'' in recent public appearances and had at- speech, he said, ''I hope someday to
be remembered ... as a mayor who
tended a ground-breaking ceremony
o n Chicago's South side in the early , cared about people and who was
above <till fair- the mayor who helped
morning of his death.
to heal our wounds and stood watch
He returned to his city hall office
while the city and its people answered
and was with his press secretary
the grea'test challenge in more than a
discussing his pending budget when
century."
he collapsed .
His first term in office was filled
According to his press secretary,
with conflict between members of the
Alton Miller , ''He suddenly slumped
regular Democratic machine in what
to one side . I thought he was trying
became known as ''council wars."
to pick something up off the floor
Washington later won reelection, col·
like a pen. I quickly realized it was
leering 96 percent of the black vote.
something much more serious.''
Due to the fact that Washington
The body guards then loosened his
was reelected this year, he became the
1ie and · immediately began carfirst Chicago mayor to serve more
diopulmonary resuscitation. When he
arrived at the hospital at approx- than one term since the late mayor
Richard J. Daley. Daley died while
imately 11 :30 a.m ., Washington was
in cardiac arrest. He was kept alive serving his sixth term.
Washington began his political
by a ''state of 1he art'' pulmon(4ry
career in the administration of Daley.
machine.
Doctor s then realized that After breaking away from that ad·
Washington was brain dead, accor- ministration, he served as a legislative
ding to John Sanders, hospital chief representative and a senator from
1965 to 1980, when he was elected to
o f staff. After a period of several
hours with no neur?logic function the House. of Representatives.
In 1977, he unsuccessfuJly vied for
and
after
consulting
with
Washington' s family, it was decided the position of mayor against then
that !if; support should cease.
Continued on Page 9
Many people, friends, supporters

Babbitt.
While the Democratic hopefuls
liickered over issues involving the
Persian Gulf and battling AIDS, the

Republicans squabbled on the aftermath of the Iran-Contra affair and

balancing the federal budget.
But the major point of contention

in the debate was the upcoming
nuclear arms treaty expected to be
signed next week by President
Reagan and Soviet Leader Mikhail
Gorbachev.
The GOP candidates split over the
merits of the treaty, while the
Democrats were united in their sup·

port, attacking the Republicans for
breaking ranks with the president.
The debate marked only the second
time all Republican hopefuls have appeared together, but the dcventh time
the Democrats have participated
simultaneOusly in debate-style '
forums.

Homicides are no rarit~ in the
U.S. Since Dec. 2, there haVe been
199 homicides in the District and
this
number is up 18 from
the total recorded for this date last
year.
According to police officials inarea jurisdictions, there has been '
an increase in the number of killings. However , the rate of
homicides in D.C. and Prince
George's County exceed those in
other surrounding areas.
Fairfax County police officials
said that there were a total of 14
homicides in 1986 'and 10 so far
this year. Police officials in Mon·
tgomery County recorded 10
homicides in 1986, and 16 to date.
In Arlington, Va., there were 11
homicides last year and four to
date, while police officials in Alexandria recorded four homicides in
1986 and 10 as of Dec. 2.
In P .G. County and in tl\C
District of Columbia, these figures
are much largef.
At the end of last week, the
number of killings in P .G. County stood at 83, just four short of
the 1982 record of 1986. Meanwhile, in the District there have
been 186 homicides, 10 short of
las1 year's 196. Both figures are ex·
pected to pass previous records
with
the 1 holiday season
approaching.
•
Police in both areas attribute
the rise in murders to an upsurge
in drug related violence.
A D.C. police department
spokesman said that roughly 55
percent of the 199 recorded
homicides for 1987 were drug
related.
In a recent article in The lour·
nal, a Prince George's County
publication, 33 percent of this
year's reported homicides were
drug related.

I
•

•

•
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Total number of homicides

District of Columbia
•
\'ear

1982
1983
1984
198S
1986
1987

•

Number of Deaths

194
t86
175
148
196
199

•

.Prince Geories County
Year

Number

1982
1983
1984
198S
1986
19 7

67
SS
39
43
47
89

or Deatlls
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H.U. right in law suit
•

.'

'l'hanks to the NCAA, Howard is not receiving national publicity for the school's first-ever
MEAC football title, but rather a pending
lawsuit
against the NCAA which
has people
,
I
up in arms.
Howard accuses the NCAA of anti-trust and
contract violations in its $27 million lawsuit.
Calls have come in from individuals, and columns have been written in national publications as well as local and national television
broadcasts, in support of the suit.
Howard has always been I considered the
leading black institution of nigher learning,
and now we have earned that distinction by
speaking up on behalf of all 'black schools.
True, we will have a hard tif115' proving that
race was a factor in the selection committee's
decision, but how can the committee deny a
team which compiled a 9-1 record and won its
conference title, as well as ranking first in
rushing and second in total of(ense in the division, a bid? How can the committee deny the
nation's leading Division I-AA rusher -- our '
own Harvey Reed -- adequate exposure for
even a possible mention durirg the Heisman
Trophy Award ceremony?
Although he refused last Friday to postpone
all of last weekend's playoff games until the
Bison were figured into post-season play, U.
S. District Court Judge John Garrett Penn said
it all: "Substantial and severe questions" linger
about Howard's omission from the playoffs.
Maybe, just maybe, if Howard's William
Moultrie had been part of that "good ole boy"
clique of athletic · directors, the University
would have had a much better chance of being considered to begin with, even if the team
was not ranked prior to the first game. True,
the selection process is subjective. But come
on, a winner is a winner. And the Bison are
\Vtnners .

,

Jhe time has arrived when most Hc·ward
University students return home to visit family and old friends for the Christmas and New
Year; holiday. It is also the time when some
Howard students find it appropriate to boast
about attending The Mecca, The Capstone, the
Creme de la creme of black institutions of
higher learning.
It is more than desirable to be proud of
Howard University and all that it stands for
and means to each of us, but at the same time
the return home should not be a boisterous,
bragging experience that would turn-off prospective Howard students or · people less
fortunate.
Many college students feel that contributions back to the community begin when we
have graduated and are established enough to
make financial contribuions to our favorite
organizations and charities.
This is not true. During your trip home this
semester break, you can begin you contribution back to the community. Try your best to
be a good role model for the young children
· in the neigh-b orhood. Interaction with them
will serve as an enlightening experience for
both you and the youth. Tell them about college and what a positive effect it has had on
your life. ,
On the same note, interact with the elderly,
too. During the holiday season, many who
have been widowed or whose families are scat-

, More importantly is the message that
Howard's snub might be sending to black high
school athletes across the country. Perhaps
Reed would have been a contender for the
Heisman if he had stayed in his native Florida
to play for the Miami Hurricanes. Winning
is the object of any game, 1and that's just what
the Bison did. Unfortunately, to no avail.
Someone has to answdr to the wrong that
was done by eliminating the Bison seniors from
their share of national exposure on the playing field.
All we're asking for is the right to let black
athletes know that they don't have to abandon their heritage to make it big. And as much
as we hate to make this black-white thing,
we have been forced to. For what other reason
can selection committee members give for including North Texas State over our Bison?
Racism is even more of an issue because of
recent developments I with the other
"hometown" team -- tHe Washington Redskins . We hate to see a wonderful and talented
quarterback like Doug Williams suffer for the
mediocrity of the likes ofla Jay Schroeder. We
know how Williams .feels.
The NCAA n_eeds to adopt a ranking system
similar to that used by the New York Times,
in which the nation's 85 Division I-AA schools
listed.
I
The Times considered team records, victory
margins, and quality of opponents, as well as
home field advantages. Why didn't the NCAA
consider all of those? Maybe it never really
mattered to the committee that the Bis9n
traveled to Delaware State, on the coldest day
of the year, to beat a team that was ranked
much higher.
Our team deserves petter. And as the
cheerleaders so frequently say: "Let's go
Bison, we're right behind you!"

•

•

The city of Chicago has lost a great leader
and black.America has lost an exemplary role
model and political figure. It is so unfortunate
that the arrogance of power and the struggle
to obtain it has, since the onset of
Washington's death, overshadowed the great
accomplishments of the first Black mayor of
the third-largest city in the United States.
Although the mayor has been adequately
eulogized ·and well remembered by the media,
the political scheming and uprising (that
started even before Washington was pronounced dead) involving the selection process for an
acting-mayor has belittled the man's stature
and deminished the lights that shined in his
memory.
Grant it, Chicago is one of the major
metropolitan areas and financial hubs in the
U.S., and its proper operation cannot be
overlooked, but out of due respect to
Washington (which is what those whci vied to
replace him said they had plenty of) this
clamor and race of many to politically position themselves should not have taken place
so quickly.
Just like the avaricious relatives that await
the reading of the will and pay little or no
recognition to the proper rite of mourning, vice
mayors and aldermen ali~e in Chicago have
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tered across the country need someone to share
the holiday spirit with.
Let's prove that Horard is not - despite
some belief - a place of snobbery and a breed
grounding solely for the black bourgeoise.
Howard students should put their energy
towards bettering the race, helping those less
fortunate than themselves and relaying what
they have learned and experienced about the
struggle and the plight of black America to
younger people.
Howard represents the goals that we are all,
as individuals, trying to acheive and that the
university collectively is trying to achieve for
our people as a whole.
Therefore it is important that we not act as
though we are better than the people in our ·
community, the people who made us and who
shaped our worlds in even the smallest way.
Our knowledge should pe a tool of learning,
expressing, sharing.
I.
We are the leaders of tomorrow and the
future of Howard University. It is 9ur duty to
keep that in mind and to understand that the
real meaning of being a Howard student stems
far beyound nice clot!les, "phly" hairdos,
emaculate English (or ahy other language) or
extensive social involvement. It means love and
struggle and achievment ,and advancement and
heritage and possibly rrjost importantly, carrying on the torch for us all. It is all a matter
or not forgetting ''wher~_we came from."
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Letters to the editor
Push for
Afro-American
requirement
Dear Editor,
{list the other day a friend and I
were having a conversation with
other fellow Howard students. We
somehow got off on the recurring
tangent of how A(ro-Americans
perceive Africans. It was one stude11t's contention that she was not an
African and nor could she be convinced otherwise. She spoke with
such conviction , and contempt. I
thought to myself,''she has denied
herself''
'
A disposition
of this kind might be
upsetting to those genuinely concerned about the manner in which black
America's future is taking shape .
Howard students and their contemporaries, who harbor like prejudice,
are the future leaders. They are the
ones who will define the ''black problems'' and devise solutions to them.
Currently we are faced with the
eminent danger of cultivating tomorrow's leaders who are focused upon
superficial definitions of achievement. Because they have been conditioned and indoctrinated with
camouflaged concepts that foster
self-denial, to these students, achievement is assimilation--emersed in the
white corporate structure, accompanied by the classic superficial trappings of success. I suppose this is
more exciting--not to say less taking-t han the. oh so mundane burden of
learning our history. Some instead
turn their backs to their brothers and ,
unconditionally embrace their
oppressor.
It is imperative that we as concerned students press for Afro-American
studies as a course requirement .. As
a knowledgeable people we can effectively dispel so many of the malicious
myths and stereotypes that have plaqued blacks for centuries. Moreover,
we can then at least establish a firm
foundation on which to attain meaningful success in America .

than a year away, the race to receive
no1nina_tions becom~s mor~ inten~e
and serious. Reagan s Presidency iscoming to an end and it now becomes .
extremely important that American
Democrats nominate a qualified and
experienced political leader that can
be elected President of the United
States. It is exactly for these reasons
that I am not voting for Jesse
Jackson and feel that every other
Black American that votes for him is
wasting a precious vote.

•

By proving that a Black man c3nl
make a legitirr_iate attempt at ' run~ing
for the Presidency of the- United
States, Jesse ·Jaclcson has '1 broken
down a lot of negative stereotypes
and opened doors for Black politicians, - but in 1988 we 1need a
Democratic candidate that can win
not just run.
·
'
Ctiarlie M. Bell, Jr.
School of Bu,sin,ess
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totally ignored the fact the respects need to be
paip to a great municipal leader and manager.
Washington, unlike some other black
mayors, devoted monies to programs effecting
black citizens first and did things like pave the
roads on the south side before concentrating
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of his planned reforms had yet to become vllSible, it was widely understood, by black and
white Chicagoans alike, that Washington was
making changes for the better in that city. ,
He broke down the political machine of
former mayor Richard J. Daley, wh'o for six
terms, turned the city government into one that
was monopolized by white politicians and served white interests. Washington turned the
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of the diverse population that makes up that
great city.
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Op-Ed
William Raspberry

.Joe McCormick

Cheaters go to work during 'crunch time'

•

Sometime back in October of this
year I got a phone call from a colleague who is the book review editor
of a widely respected journal. She
asked me if I would review a new
J;>ook in the area of housing policy,
an issue-area I profess to know
something about . My first question
to her was, ''What sort of turn
around-time do I have?'' She replied,
''0h, sometime in January." I said,
''That won't do. I need to know a
specific date. Crunch time is approaching and I've got to watch my

•

time.''
Crunch time has finally come. We
have now entered that portion of the
semester when there are a million
things to . do and for a variety of
·reasons we simply don't seem to have
enouugh time to get to all of those
things. To be sure, one of our big
problems is (has been and will continue to be) procrastination. ''Oh yes,
I'll get to that tomorrow. " Tomorrow is here and the days are growing
shorter.
This reality, made more, difficult
by the tendency to procrastinate
which affects many of us (students
and faculty alike, and who knows,
perhaps even administrators),
sometimes gives rise to be an increasingly pervasive ''disease'' on thi s
campus. Let me use a term fr equently seen and heard in the news and call
this disease, the 'other' ''A IDS," the
Academically Induced Duplicity S1ndrome. This is a disease, some
students tell me, that is fairly wide
spread at this university . I've heard
it said (let's call this ''hearsay'') that
J this disease is more pro11ounced in
some sectors of this university than
others (Read: some schoo ls and/ or
colleges).
'
That may be, but who really
knows for sure? For the moment , let
us assume tht this allegation has some
validity. How. is one to know? Simply because students (and perhaps
some faculty members) say that it is
so. Is there evidence? P1oof? How
can one establish some firm basis for
such a perception? It seems as though
this other ''A IDS." is akin to carbon
monoxide.
'
Generally, you can not see it.
Generally, you can not smell it. Your
basic senses are of little value to you
in detect ing it. Unfortunately, unless
you have a keen sense of what you're
dealing with, its presence will not be
apparent.
Now to be sure, the little allegory
·should not be misinterpreted. The
disease about which I write may not
actually kill anyone, at least not in the
literal sense. However, there remains
, ~ the ever present possibility of death
in the figurative sense. ''Death'' as

•

0

'

,. - I
I

There has been one additional matin: failure of an examination (I'd ~
-Soonef'die than to fail this exam) or ter though. I had a dream the other
personal embarrassment (''Oh when night about ~ student of mine who
Professor Simple busted me out I told me that I a fellow student had
could have just died.'') I guess thats cheated on a recently held exam. This
what I call ''crunch time'' and the student went on to say that he was
rapid pace by which we are ap- angry because he had stu died
proaching the end of the semester has ''viciously'' (t!his word stands out for
lead me to consider these sort of some curious reason) and that he felt
. that this alleged cheater (no names
things.

,
'

More problems

• • •

were mentioned) had taken unfair adHow is it that so many foreigners- must also include investors, backers '
vantage of him and all of the other -Asians, West Indians and others-- and a lot of other folk. The governnon-cheating students who took the can come to this country and quick- ment's minority business approach
exam. This young man also said that ly join the capitalist mainstream while doesn't leave room for that. Its emthough he had not personally witness- black Americans languish on the phasis is on the individual ened the alleged act of cheating, other outside'?
trepreneur and--again, the distribufolks in the class had. Alas! · They
It is a question that has launched tional mode--on delivering a 'fair
refused to come forward and name co untle~c; cocktail party arguments share' of government contracts to
names. ·''The other AIDS,'' I and produced countless cocktail par- minorities.
thought . ''What should I do?'' All of ty arguments and produced countless
a sudden I woke up. What a frighten- explanations that don't quite explain:
''But ic does not solve our problem
ing dream! The other AIDS in my The U .$. government helps . those to allow a few cronies of public ofclassroom! As I tried to put together foreigners into business; or they get ficials to make half a million dollars,
the pieces of this dream , I realized off the boat with trunks full of or even a million. Think of all the
that in a real situation there is little money; or they are ruthle ss cities that are being rebuilt . How
I could have done. None of the so- exploiters...
much of that redevelopment includes
1
called wit.nesses would co me forth .
Charles E. Tate, who has given the blacks in an equity position, as opThere was no tangible evidence. I matter a !or of thought, offers a posed to just getting a few small conrealized, upon reflection, that · this simpler explanation. ''Outsiders look tracts? That's not economic developother disease, seems to gain strength at the American system as an almost ment; that's only getting a little bit
because of the medium in which it unimaginable opportunity, while of the action after the deals have
grows.
black Americans have almost an already been shaped by white people.''
It seems as though when folks turn aversion to capitalism .'''
•
their backs and make believe tha~ it . - There may be good historical exWhat BTW hopes to do, he said,
·doesn't exist, it just grows and grows . planations for that aversion, says
is to create a ''deal-making system.
Where have I read about this type of Tate, the newly named 1president and
both to educate our people abQut
b~havior be(ore? Was it in Nazi Gerchief executive officer of the Booker shaping deals ·and to work againSt
many in the 1930s? Was it in Califor- T. Washington Foundation, a non- that mistrust-distrust barrier. We
nia after the Japenese attacked Pearl profit agency devoted to improving
hope to become a surrogate for a
Harbor in the early 1940s? Was it the economic position of minorities . number of small investors, holding
about the United States in the late ''From economic exploitation to redan equity position and representing
1980s?
lining to our kids selling dope, we see and protecting the interest of other
so many examples of how capitalism people who would never be in the
'
Cru nch tim e is a time of the year, has hurt us, and that may be part of deal otherwise. We would line up the
when in the face of mountains of the explanation.''
financing, the lawyers or whatever
Another part may be that blacks and, by working through local counwork, we may look for ways1to trade
space for time. We may Jook for cor- have been inclined to think of cils in the cities where the deals are
ners to cut. Some folks may be suc- economics in the same distributional being done, make it attractive for
cessful while others may not be so terms in which we think of legal people to come in for maybe $1,000
fortunate . Like the fatal disease ~ rights. ''Economic justice, ' 1 we call it, each.
·
which literally kills (Acquired Im- evoking an image of blacks at the
mune Deficiency Synd rome), this bar, petitioning for their fair share of
''We would find the opportunities
campus based disease is precipitated economic success.
and then make it possible for doctors,
''But that isn't how it works," says teachers, postal workers ·to come in.
by behavior (behavior about which
reasonable persons may argu·e). Tate. ''We have effectively used the Unlike the government approach,
While reasonable persons may debat combination of education and protest you wouldn't have ·10 run the business
the matter, the other AIDS o f which . as the linchpin for achieving social in order to make money out of it.'' .
I· speak: academic cheating and and economic status in America. Yet,
p lagiarism, is a violation of the the major driving force of the
A few successful deals produced by
Howard University Academic Code American system is enterprise, and such an approach--particularly with
of Student Conduct (see the H -book, we don 't use that tool. We don't even a trusted institution like BTW as the
1987-88, pg. 69, a little known source consider it as a tool for our economic accountable agent--could serve the
of information). Proving its existence development.''
dlial purpose of encouraging other
As a remedy fo r that flaw, Tate deals and also increasing the
is another matter.
My dream suggests that there is not and BTW have launched Enterprise knowledge of how deals are put
a whole lot that can be done about America, a combination economic- together.
this other disease. The medium ap- education and economic development
_/\s T*te obseives. thC problein isn't
parently allows the disease to grow. approach for spreading-the gospel-Perhaps eventually the host will and the techni que S--of free the· abse'nce of resources iri fhe' bl3.ck
community. It is that too many
weaken, and yes perhaps, die. This enterprise.
Two problems in particular must blacks want a share of the fruits of
\Vorries me. I think we a ll have a
resronsibility to prevent such be overcome, Tate believes: the capitalism but are scared to death to
needless deaths. Perhaps Pogo, the governmental approach to minority do what capitalists do.
If that is the problem, Enterprise
laughable, prophetic little alligator or1 enterprise and the mutual mistrust
the comic pages who kept m e enter- that prevents blacks from pooling America coUld be an il!lportant part .
of the ,solution.
tained in my undergraduate days, was their resources in economic ventures.
''The enterprise process has to inright . I hope not.
volve more than just the enDr. McCormick is a member of the trepreneur,'' Tate said in an interview William Raspberry is a columnist/or
faculty in the 'Department of Political at his Washington headQuarters : ''It the Washington Post newspaper.
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·Legacy of lethargy needs to be terminated

'

Undoubtedly, some perceptive individual has already criticized the
pathetic absence of widespread
Howard student pcirticipation at the
National Black Student Unity Conference. Nonetheless, I dare to be
redundant . I hope to possibly spark
the consciousness of anyone sensible
enough to look beyond the usual
'primping, styling, and profiling' of
many Howardites to the larger struggle confronting people of African
descent---call me a blind optimist!
The story goes that at the Oct. 25 ,
plenary session of the Conference, a
tearful sister stood and poignantl)•
harpl!d upon the apparent lack of
broad Howard student participation
in a conference held at Howard . This
was the second annual conference
and it had attracted more than 800
black student activists from colleges
and universities around the United
States. Yet, when the roll was called,
excluding a faithful few there was a
star k silence as to. the involvement of
H oward students. In other words,
you could hear crickets chirp! It
should be no surprise to those reading
the Autobiography of Amiri Baraka
(1984), also a Howard alumnist, that
he criticized the student body for being preoccupied with emulating white
standards of beauty and success while
neglecting the needs of the larger
community. Yet, Baraka is just one
of many conscious alumini who
.vould assert that Howard Universi.y is making a mockery of ''Black
:!ducation.'' It is being categorized
ower among the ranks of ''historically'' Black schools and more among
the ranks of the ''hysterically'' Black
schools. Excuse me, if I am stepping
on toes, but those guilty had better '
move their feet!
Yet, to characterize the lack of par• ticipation as just another example of
''student apathy'' is entirely too
simplistic and hinges upon political
naivete. The question (so-called) progressive students should persistently
, ... ,..

sparked broad student activism from
the 1960 Greensboro sit-ins to the
1966 Mississippi ''Black Power''
origination. In othel'.words, the claim
today is that there are no prevalent
issues to attract students. Rowever,
·i f the issues of: CIA recruitment
upon campus; the administration's
lackadaisical stance toward the AfroAmerican and African Studies
Departments; and the continued sex-

t

ual and physical assaults of Howard

•

•

,

y

.'

,

• r rl

/./

/j
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,rai:...: and answer is:- •· whal are the
underlying factors that create and
'i maintain this legacy of lethargy
among many Howard students?''
When Black students at schools like
the University of Michigan occupy
administration buildings to protest
racism and Black students at schools
like Columbia build shanties to protest their school's investments in
South African apartheid, why is it
that most Howard students only have

First, upon eVery college campus,
there arc Black students who actually study their history and label
"PHAT BOOTY PARTYS" and
themselves by the much abused adi!lnOczziing LiOerai Arts Student
Council officers to exemplify. their .; jective of ''progressive.'' I label the

•

'
\

'

level ot· acti\-jism? It is thai we (at the
Mecca) have arrived? If Georgia
Avenue in its present state is an example of our destination, we had better rechart our course! Therefore, I
will present three among many interconnected factors which I know binds
the masses of Howard students to this
legacy ot· lethargy.

)

"guilt trip". They boastfully embrace
''bookstrap'' ideol9gy to uplift our
people while embracing a ''bootlick'' philosophy for their upward
mobility into the upper echelons of

•

rcr:

students due to ill community relations are not enough to gen~ratc activism, then I guess anything short of
the U.S. Airforce ''nuking'' the
' Yard' will stir most Howard
students!
Lastly,the absence of a milieu of
activism lends toward perpetuating
the individualism and materialism
that Howard gleefully encourages
within many students. E. Franklin
Frazier said yesterday what Harold
Cruse says today. Many Howard
students are devoid of a sense of
social mission or even a middle class

Black Buppie-dom. Well, the inten:onncctcdncss of the
aforementioned factors should be apparent. If I have made anyone mad.. "good"! Maybe this anacr will be
vented toward pushi.:.J:-'d
aggregate of these progressives as the· At.rican people 1·rom Founder's to students to r~ute their
n of
Burkino-Fasso.
In
my
sojourn
·
''Conscious Cadre.'' Yet, due to
political apathy. For if at the next
discrepancies over ideology, ego, through the so-called ''Mecca'', I National Black Student Unity Consocial/class interests, and committ- knew at least 100 conscious in- f crence. Howard students are
ment toward activism, this cadre re- dividuals who, if united, would have noticably abaent, it WOD't be because
mains terribly fragmented and been a potent weapon against apathy. words of war.nina weren't given. Insecluded into competing factions. But, unfortunately---individuals--- stead, it will be becaUJC many
Too many .of those who study they have remained; and apathy runs Howard students made a comc:ious
Malcolm, Nkrumah, Fanon, or rampant.
choice to maintain the medocrllJ of
Second, the lack of a united front the ''Mecca,, and the continued op-.
Cabral consistently and hypocritically
avoid the necessity of building a builds toward the demise of the pro- prasion of our 11 eoplo.
united front--- a front of this revolu- per political climate to spark
tionary 'Talented Tenth' to Spark ihe widespread activism. Sor:Qe mp chm
Tot/ti S/low
consciousness of other students and
to take action in the interests of

J

it was the persistence of Souibem
apartheid, called segregation. that ·

Class of 1987
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•
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The Recruitment a'nd Retention of Minority Students
in Teacher Education

•
ENJOY YOUR HOLIDAY IN NYC
FOR ONLY $14 A NIGHT.

•

Dr. Ernest (Pete) Middleton" Conference Coordinator

255 West 43rd Street
New York. N.Y. 10036

341 Dickey Hall, University of Kentucky
Lexington, KY 40506-0017, (606) 257-3836
Conference Fees-$100

(212) 3;i4· 7900

Toll Free 1·800·242-4343
Rate: Per person. per night. in~luding tax No minimum stay required.

· 1987
Plan Now to Attend!

•

Ao

'

Please send your resume to : Tony Romandetti, M anage r
of t-l uman Resources. 1770 E. Lilncasrer Ave .. Suite 4 .
Paoli, PA 19301 An Equal Op[JOrtuniry Employe r.

•

J.\\j1i ~'i'r~ 1tn ~ 1111 ~
A COMPAN Y O N TH E M OVE

•
--

• GREAT SALARY
•EMPLOYEE
DISCOUNTS
• FLEXIBLE
SCHEDULES

• 100°/o TUITION
REIMBURSEMENT
FOR TWO
COURSES PER
SEMESTER

FOR WORKING JUST
16 HOURS AT 1 PLACE.*

"'V11~·1rii 1~~1111~
A COMPANY ON THE MOvE.

""Stop in

o ur

,

~

YouR F1RsT CAREER
IN RETAIL MANAGEMENTSo WE'LL MAI<E IT
SIMPLE foR You.

'

nearest store to discuss part-time
opportunities with our Store Manager.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

LSAT • GMAT • GRE

RLlf-Jc --~
Educational Services
5010 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W.

Suite 201

Deadline for Accepting Application December 17,

IT WOULD TAl<E
MoRE THAN TH1s
To L1sT THE BEST
~PORTUNITIES fOR

Stay at the New York International Youth Hostel
in the new Times Square Hotel. for only $14 a night.
per person. And have money left over to enjoy your
holiday. You won't miss a thing because the new Times
Square Hotel is located at the heart of it all. Advance
reservations are suggested. Call us Toll Free at

1-800-242-4343.

For Registration Details, Contact:

•
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. Second Annual Conference
1'
January 17-19,
1988 Hyatt Regency Hotel, Lexington, KY
The First Annual Conference was o working conference which
drew 120 participants representing 100 institutions from 35
states. The conference provided the framework for a recruitment
and retention model.
The Second Annual Conference is designed to assist in plonn. ing the implementation Of the model .. There will be opportunities
to shore research and experiences.
Toke home the basis for a workable plan.

'
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Washington.. D.C. 20016

(202) 362·0069
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Baldwin, 63,
leaves world
mourning
'

. By Alison Bethel
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Wen_d y Dayis as Toby,_and Teena Williams as Micheal in •Runaways'
Photo bJ' Paul Woodruff

'

~';,:;~7_

Student directors evoke tears
laughter in play, 'Runaways''

-·-

All theater owners want for Christmas are plenty of moviego~rs
By Sophia Tignor

•'

Theater owners expect green,
Christmas season at box-office
By Gale Mitchell
Hilltop Staff Rcpor1cr

•

This holiday seasori, the movie
marquees will be gra.ced with the
names of popular stars like Cosby,
Spielberg, Mur'phy and Streisa9id.
These and other actors will have films
at the box office in the ~ming weeks.
Traditionally, the Chrisimas
holidays ahd the summer mo nt hs
have grossed the most money for
theater owners around the country .
In the D.C. area, mo vie managers
are d reami11g of a green Christmas,
that is, green in the cash box.
Evelyn Jason, public relations person for the K-B theaters said,
''Because th is season's pictures are so
good, we expect a good response at
the box-office.
H o\vever, some had a ''wait and
see'' attitude about the Christmas
season. Ratan Barua, manager of the
Circle West End theater on 1101 23rd
St. NW, said he was not sure a bout
getting the sold out crowds.
''Business is funny someti mes at
Christmas," he said.
Although theater owners and ·
moviegoers are st ill awaiting the arrival of some releases, other holiday
. films ha,,e aready made it to the
theaic r~.
Trains , Planes and
Au1on1obiles was released on Nov.
25.
One big name graced the marquees
before the Thanksgiving turkey could
be carved. Nuts with Barbra St rei,,
sand has been in limited release fo r
two week s. According to Exhibito rs
Relations Co., it was fifth on the

movie gross charts and made $4
million for a per-screen average of
$8,593.
'
A1101her n1ovie in limited relea se
besides Nut.5 is the n1uch talked about
Cr_\' Freedom. This movie stars
Denzel Washington as South African
activist Sieve Biko and Kevin Kline
a>; journalist Donald Woods. Rave
reviews a nd a lot of criticism have
brcr1 given to this movie.
Some other ho!id .. i films that \vii i
~7 released in the coming \veek s are:
ll1ree Men a11d Baby a picture by
Touchstone produ ctions starring
To111 Sel lek, Steve Guttenberg and
Ted Danson as three bachelors \vl1ose
lives arc changell \vhen they become
1l1c guard ian of an in fant. It is based
on the French film Tl1ree Men a11d a

C1·adle.
P/a11es. Trains a11d At11omobiles
f'eatLtres John Candy and Steve Martin as l\VO trave lers who encounter a
se ries of mishaps on their journey.
Th e fi lm \Vas direc1ed by J ohn
Hug!1es.
·
l·Vall Srreet is a tin1ely drama about
the troubl~s on the he<_tdline making
avenue. Oliver Stone d1rec1ed this ef1·ort which stars Micheal Douglas of
the top grossing movie Fatal Atrral'·
rio11 and Charlie Sheen of Platoo11
<llso directed by Stone.
'
Br.oadcast Ne11 1s looks gooq in its
prev1e\vs. The drama, directed by
James Brook(.Terms of Endearment)
and starring William H Urt, deals v. itl;
a TV station in Washi ngton, D.C .
Raw pro1nises to be just 1ha1! Eddie Murphy· \viii be cracking the jokes
1

o:iinus the shoot-outs in this concert
film. The ~ilm is expected to contain

the !YPe of corned):' that I!lade Murphy s last concert film , Delirious 50

· popular.

'

Leo11ard: Parr 6 sho\vs America's
premier funny-man Bi ll Cosby in a

long-a,vaited movie role.

Throw Motnmafrom Trai11 is more
in:.ane a11tics wit h Danny DeVito
{Rt1thles·s People) and Billy C rysta l

(Run11ing· Sca1·ed).
&tteries Not Included is a fantasy
from the Spielb..:rg com pany starring
Jessica Tandy.

Moo11struck features Cher a nd
Ni1:holas Cage i11 a romantic cqmedy.
/1·011111eed is a tear-jer ker from
Me ryl Streep and Jack Nicholson. It
is directed by Hector Babenco (Kiss

of rhe Spider Wo1nan).
Tl1e last Emperor is an epic drama
already predic1ed to wi11 oscars. The
~~ovie concer11s event s in recent
Cl1i11ese history .
Sepren1ber is a Woody Allen drama
fea1uring Mia Farrow, Di ane Wies1 ·
and Sam Waterston.
Ma11011 of the Spring ta kes up
'''here the crit ically acclaimed French
drama Jea11 De Florette left off.
Although some films may not last
through Ne'v Years, others may stay
in chea!ers as long as mid-s pring.
Man)' \Vil! be panned by the critics
and others 1nay eventu3.lly win
o:-.cars. This is all a part of th e on go- .
ing process in wl1at is known as the
American cinema.

Hilltop Staff Reporter

Runaways by Elizabeth Savados is
a sad, dramatic and sometimes fun ny look at life as a child or young
adult who leaves home . The play,
presented by the Howard University
Department ~f Drama , opened on
Dec. 2 a nd will close o n Dec. 4. It is
perform ed in the Experimental
Theatre space in the Co llege of. Fine
Arts.
Runaways is a student production
and is directed by three students
~e.lissa 1:aylor, Cortney Long and
Vincent Siders. The play is made up
of a seri~s of dialog~es, some o f them
are moving, some bizarre and others
are very unusual. At times the audience is unsure of how to react to the
antics of the 12 members in the cast.
The scene takes place in an abandoned warehouse tha t the children now
live in .
In the scene entitled, ' ' I Went Back
Home ," Mocha, played by Margo
West , talks a bout the time she returned home ~nd her parents ignored her
and conti nued to watch television
even though she had been missing for'
10 days. ''Do you smell a nobody in
the room?'' her fat her asks her
mother. She finally gets their attention only to find that they insist she
take a bath. Her moth er boils water
on the stove and they pour to over
her as she sits in t he tub. Then , she
says, they scrape the dirt off my back
I
,
'

"

· wit~ ~he glass f'r om-the television ...She
d~f1n1tely gets the attention of the audience in thi s scene .
Jason Carmichael's performance
as Ig~y is impressive. His facial ex·
press1ons and attitude on the Stage
keep the audience absorbed in his
performance no ma tter where he is
on stage.
All 1~ actors a re o n the stage most
of the ~1me. A~! continuously doing
som ething which tends to distract
from t h~ action in the front of the
stage. W1.th sce~es as dramatics they
were a t times, 1t was easy to miss a
piece. of dialogue while watching actors 10 the rear.
1:"here are allusions to homosex- ·
ual1t.Y, male prostitu1ion and cruel
b~at1ngs throughout the play. Getting
liigh was a part of the day's activities
of the 12 runaways in the warehouse.
In a s.cene called ''Spoons'' EZ
~layed by Vincent Miller, tries lo en:
t1ce the youngest of the 12 Nikki
played by Paula Parker , to trY drugs'.
A~ h~ members of the cast files by
N1kk1, on their way to snort his
wares, they all pat her on the head
a nd laughingly say, ''Say ·no to
drugs.''
I
.In ."Song of a C hild Prosti.tute, •• .
N1.kk1 throws away her veneer of
ch1~d ness and .takes on the voice and
act ions of a promisct1ous woman ''I
open for business at one and clos~ at
seven ,'' she said . Nikki is 15 years
old .
The children in the play all seem to
be searc hine: for soine thin·g

Duets feature Baker, ~ftvfcDonald
on Winans' latest gospel album -

Hilltop Staff Reporter

The Grammy nominated gospel
group, the Winans, has recently
released their lat est album,
''Decisions''.
The album, und er the Light
Records label , contains the popular
hit, Ain 'c No Need To Worry, a duet
,
sung by Anita Baker and Marvin
Winans.
The song· has an upbeat tempo
The ·Winans
similar to a negro spiritual revised in
- modern music style. It allows the
It includes the old anti-racism
listener to re-live the tunes of slave
spirituals, while maintaining the con- theme, love one another, no matter
temi;>orary style of today's gospel what the color.
McDonald and Winan engage in
music.
The smoot.h melody of the song the old desired conversation , however
ith a different transcription.
creates a soothing effect for the
The tempo of the song is mediocre.
gospel clientele. The song begins with '
At one point, the song is slow beat,
calm overtures and grasps the sinCeribut picks up momentum as it conty of its chorus. later in the song;
ti nues. This song is a very mellow
••Ain't no- need of wor[yi ng what the
song for gospel listeners.
in the morning."
Another song that was very typical
of the Winans' style, is the Song enHitting the scene in the summer ,
Ain't No Need To Worry, was a first tit led, Righi, Lef! In a Wrong World.
This song proclaims Jesus Christ as
attempt duet by the two acclaimed
t he '' right'' way left in a wrong
artists.
Love Has No Color, a nother song world. The tempo is upbeat and yet
calm . It is considered a mellow
on the ''Decisions'' album, is also a
religious love song.
duet with Micheal Mc Do nald and
M a~v in Winans.

•
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*''This is a racist country and every.
institution in this country is racist .
America 's problem is their aversion
to history . History is not something
you read about in a book, nor is it
something in the past. History is the
present.''
*''White people do not know who
they are and where they come from.
U!ltil they learn their history, they
\Vtll always be a slave to it ... There
is no question of liberating me. They
must liberate themselves."
.,-, ... When the white man looks
a round the world, he sees only the
11igger he wants to see and that is
m9rtally dangerous to this world ...
He [the black man] is a man and a
man cannot be told what to do, he
..:annot be defined by others.''

*'' It is not white, this world . .. It
is not black, either. America must rid
itself of a vocabulary that cannot
bell[ ;Lhe_ ..ie~ht of re~Y,fn sY
*''Blacks exist in the American imagination, and in relation to
American institutions, in reference to
t~e slave codes: the first legal recognition of our presence [which , he says,
'begins with the signature on the bill
of sale'] remains the most compelling. This is' ¥'hY each generation has
been forced co insist, at mounting
pressure - and higher cost - on 'civil'
rights: a revealing demand indeed,
from a citizen.''
J

*''~hite people are] A people's

whose existei:ice appears mainly to be
made tolerable by their bottomless
gratitude that they are not, thank
heaven, you.''

-

'
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Tenetia A. Williarns

'' It is rare that a cry is heard and
I think we love forever those who
hear the cry."
~uthor James Baldwin's cry to
white and black America is potent
an.d everlasting. It is a cry that, he
said, all of racist Ameri£a must hear
and heed .
And so now the world has taken a
deep , long pause at the recent dearh
of one of the most important, influental and talented writers of the
20th century.
TuescJay the world lost James
Baldwin, 63, - a writer who once said
that ' 'blacks have never been, and are
not now, really considered to be
citizens,' ' to sound anew his warning
that racism is endangering the nation's very existence.
Said Baldwin:

r

Jo.mes Bcilclwin
1924-1987

Senegal dance company captures African
heritage in ancient rituals, ethnic legends
David Henr)'
H ill1op Staff Reporter

-

established, the dancing story tellers
began entering the stage. The number
they performed was entitled Khady
Kebe about the story of a young girl
who is bursting with life and love by

. Dancers displayed their frenzied
movements in a visual orgy of
rhythm which spanned the stage of all .
the Warner theater last week. The
The story takes a tragic twist \vhen
National Dance Company of Senegal the girl is poisoned by her jealous
captured the richness of their heritage stepmother. Khady Kebe was an exin each dance seq uence~ ..
ample of a bailee based on traditional
For a total of six performances au- Senegalese dancing.
dieru:es received the cultural ot·t-erings
This dance was followed by a
presented hy. -4·0 dancers· and musical interlude that featured a solo
mljSicians .- .
.
.on the Cora, one of the most
Each dance portrayed ancient beautiful·sounding African inrituals, legends and the legends of the struments . It is a 21 string melodic
various ethnia groups of Sen.e gal.
harp made for a giant gourd.
·
As the crow.ct -began ·co fill t h-C'
Ho Mbile Kam Serre proceeded the
theater at 513 13th St., NW, a feelCora solo. The name of this dance
ing of anticipation began 10 arise over
means ''The greater the harvest, the
what kind of performance to expect.
greater the number of workers needWhen the audjence settled down,
ed'' in English.
part one of the show began,
Young men battle it out ' in Kam
Senegalese percussionist began pounSerre. Each proyes himself with
ding on their drums creati 11g increas- sharpest maneuvers he possess.
ingly con1plex rhythm s.
Arms are tlung 1n the air 1011uwed
Shortly after the rhythm was
by enormous leaps and twists of the

l '

body, all done gracefully and in accordance with the music.
To top it off, tw_o .female champions join in competition with one
another, each trying to out do the
maneuvers. The dance ends as the
calmness of night moves in.
Part one of the performances ended with~ance entitled Mand/kole,
meaning the inhabitants of
Mandingue.
'
· The dance is a display of the
strel!B!_l:t and,dexterity 'of men. J.fandikole oossesscs high energy u each
perform~r marieuvers around the
stage creating a visual illusion of one
continous moving figure • .
Part two of the performance bepn
to get monotonoui. The second part
of the performance consisted of ftve
dances and two musical interludes.
The dances featured were entltlod

. Rhapsodr. Karamba,

Gou~.

Mbini N'Dom and the fin•lt. The
finale featured every dancer and
musician combinlna their talenll to .
bring the show to an end.

'
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Bison capture first MEAC tjtle; defea.t s.Del. State, 12-7
)

By Darren E. Price
H illtop Staff Reporter

Think about champions a nd think
about the H oward biso n (9-1 ),

one

,would find that they go together well.
T.he·y ·. are now a perfect match
. i.,ince the ' Bison .won the MEAC
Champions h\p. <l fter beating the
H'o fnets of D.c!la:.vaTe State 12-7 in
Dover, Del. on Nov : 21. But that is
not the ·o nly reas6n, .why the BiS:on are
champions. ·
Th'e defen·s.e \Vhich includes the

likes of Biijy Dores, Eric Moore,
. ~ames MoOr~~ Oarryon .Robinson,
. Thomas Jones.; James Moses, Marty

.

'

..·,,
'

'

'

.Gi;aves a nd oth.ers, 'm ade the p1<\.ys
that prev~'n t ed the Ho rnets.from oYer
taking
H oward's 12-7 lead with 2:35
.
remaining jn the four.th quan.er.
From Howard's eight yardline and
dn firs-t' do\Vfl, Er ic Moore push~ed

Hornet tailback Terrance Hoover
'back to the 10; however, John Stone
ran (or six yards 011.the next play. On
the ihird 'do,vn wirh four yards to go,
';fames Moore moved Hoover back to
the five yard Ii he, With about 1: 18 ren1ainlrig, Coach Willie Jeffries called time out to go over the type of
play the Hornets might use in the
situation,
Defensive Coach Ben Blacknall
thought the H ornets were going to
pass and called for 1he defense to run

.'··

.

a double blitz. He was right because
Fellon rolled out of the pocket and
. threw pass that \Vent OUl Of the end-

a

zone while safety James Moses. was
in pursuit.
At the ti me of t he play, Bl acknall
said he had confidence in the defense
and though! the game was on the
line. The defense has to ''come up
\vith the -chan1pionship pefformance. ''
Moses agreed with his coach,
''They thought that they were going
to drive the ball in the endzone, but
\\'e came together and said it's time
to put a stop to it."
.
Jeffries said that play is one he wil l
not forget, but there is another he wil l
not forget either. Preceeding the
Hornet s last drive down the field,
Howard was at the opposing tdam's
one yard line ready to score. DeBose
carried the ball three times in a row
unsuccessfully. That meant that John
Harvell \vould have to save the Bison
by kicking a 22 yard ' field goal. H e
missed and the H ornets gained
possession of the bal l.
''We thought he scored the second
time," said Jeffries \Vho said he could
have been put out of reach.
The other part of Howa rd's successful defeat over 1he Hornets is·
credited 10 no other combination
than al l-American tailback Harvey
Reed, and quarterback Lee DeBose.
Despite the harsh weaher of the day,
Reed rushed for 147 yards on 23 car. ries and t\110 touchdo\vns.
- Receiving a pilch from DeBose at
the Hornets six - yard line, Reed
fumbled the football, recovered it on

Reed gave the Bison the winning
touchdown when he recei ved a pitch
fro m DeBose at the Hornet' s 38 yard
•
line. When Dl:Bose r-olled out to the
left sideline he was almost tackled;
•
but he pitched the ball to Reed who
ran to the endzone with 3:21 remain, ing in the thi rd qua rter .
'' I know m y job is to follow the
q uarterback a nd I did that ," said
Reed. '' I didn' t think that I would go
all the wa y, but when I saw the free
safety in the midd le I Said there is no
way he could catch me ."
Jeffri es said that winning the
MEAC for Howard was the highlight
of his career because his pla yers have
grade point averages o f 2 .0 or better,
.it is the school's fi rst championship
si nce the advent of the conference
and it was what hi s' seniors have
worked ha rd fo r.
'
Although Reed will remember the
game, he sa id that it is not the biggest he has played in . '' It was a dream
.ga me. Everything 1 wa nted came at
once," said Reed . '' I wanted to play
in snow, win the rYIEAC and the team
to be a success.''
Bi son Notes: H a rvey Reed , LeeDeBose, P at Boyd, Dwight Brunson ,
and Roy Pierson were selected for the
first team of t he all-MEAC offense,
J ohn Harvell second team , a nd Darryon Robinson , W alter Gaskin, and
Pho1 0 b y Keith Leadbetter
J ames Moore fo r the second team in
Quarterback: Lee DeBose (17) on the keeper in the Nov. 21 Delawore State Gome.
'
defense. H a r vey Reed was
selected
but thank God t he ball just ro lled. for the Kodak All-American team,
a short bounce, and sprinted in th~ quarter.
a nd was voted Black College Sports
endzone for his f'irst touchdown with
''At one point I thought about try- back in my hands and I scored," said
Offensive P layer of th& Year.
Reed.
:2~ seconds .re1naining in the second ing to scoop the ball out of bounds,
•
.:>
I

Indoor
track
:---__/Je.
ins
~-~~By Mart y

fwis- - - -

Hilltop Staff Reporter

-

Indoor

~ rrack

season officially
starts December 5 and according to
Head Coach William Moultrie , tl1e
Bison \viii be ready.
After coming off an average crosscoUntry season led by captains
Lonell Johnson, Tisa Johnson, and
Lt1L·i11(l;1 Ford, the track team pla11s
10 ">l)ri..'<-ttl tl1cir \\•ings and fly through
the upcoming indoor season.
''We art r&ally excited about our
indoor season,'' said Coach
Moultrie. '' I like the positive and ex-

the

111c11tal attitude of the runners," he
said.

''The goals are t'''o fold," he said.·
''The first and most importa11t goal
' all the athletes perform at
is to i1ave
the best of their abilit y, and if they
do tl1is, tl1en '''e \\'ill meet our goal,
\\ hicl1 is to qualify as 1nan} people as
possible for Nationals (NCAA
. Chan1pionship). All of our preparatio'n ce11tcrs around qualifying run-"-11ers for Nalionals.
One of Moultrie's biggest concerns
is 111aki11g sure that his tean1 is ready
psychologically, because he said that
tl1ey are ready physically.
''It's a n1atter of· having both the
ph} Sica\ talent and the mental attitude,'' 1l1e Coach said. ''After all
this is \vhat dictates \vl1ether a reain
is goi11g to be succesf'ul or not,
because track is 85 percent 1nental."
The Coach said hi s team \vorks
l1ard, becat1se he has given them no
other c hoice. ''What separates tl1e
good fron1 the best in track is 111~

The prospects for the indoor
seaso11 are . bright according to
Moultrie and he is ex pecting his
e1era11s to improve and upgrade
their performahce level.
'' I feel they (the veterans] \\ ill carry
their momementun1 gained from
their cross cou111ry seaso n rig ht into
the indoor season," said' Mou ltrie.
He also sees promise in l1is you11ger
ru11ncrs. '' I feel that Kim Lassir,
Erica Williams, Meredith Bro\vn,
l3e11i1a Knoll, Brian McDa11iels,
Jeva11 Will iams, Kenneth T ramiel,
a11d Derrick Johnson are a fe\v of the
L111derclassmen \Vho \viii make a co11tribution in our program," said
MoL1ltrie.

uberant attitude
)'OL111gsters. ''

I see in

1

1

•

\

1987 MEAC champions ·

1

1

The Coach said that the track team
'''ill do \veil if they stay healthy. _
''After par1icipating in several big
n1ee1 s \\'e \viii kno\v \vho the rea l
track Bison are," said Mou ltrie.

•

Wrestling expects w1nn1ng season
By Ma rt)' Lewis

'
The volleyball team poses ot the 2nd annual F9lf Sports Awordi.!Bonqu
-·-

Now that you've gotten into
Howard University, IBM can help yoQ
· get more out of it.

Hilltop Staff Reporter

Hard 'vork is the ingredient needed to make the 1987-88 Bison \\'rest ling season successful, according 10
Head Coach Paul Cotton.
The team is lead by cap1ains se 11i or
Tony Mack , junior Melvin Toran,
and sophon1ore Mi chaea l Par·ks i11
their respectful \Veigl1t classes. Cotton is \vorking \vith a young tea111
'''ith there being onl} three upperclassmen out of the eighteen
members.
Cotton said the goal of
the ream this season is t\vo-fold, one
is to \Vin tl1eir co11ference, a11d tl1e
other is to prepare then1selves to
qualif}' for Nationals (NCAA
Championship).
National's is a seaso11 ending tour- \.! .
Pholt• h' Paul \\ oodruff
nament which only i11vites the best
Mictlael Parks (top) and Marty qooden (bottom) prepare for season.
\vrestlers of the country to participat..:
in the co1npeti1ion. The NCAA it1i11gs: it gives the ne\v '''res1lers ti111c
said his \Vres1lers \Viii be both
Championship h'as the sa me impor- ' 10 adjl\SI 10 college life and all it:; (Jhysically and mentally ready to dO.
tance to a wrestler as the supcrbO\\'I respo11sibilities; the team gets hands- ' battle. H e also hopes to strengthen
has to a football player.
on experience of \vhat the top .the team's only \veakness, which is a
' Coach Cotton is preparing his
\\•restlers i111he cou111ry have in their lack of 1~a n1 depth.
'vres'!lers for that season ending fi 11alc arsenals; and final\)1 it let s tl1em kno'''
He added 1!1at he \vould like to
by entering tl1em i11 presea.so11 1our- j~st '''!tat it is 1!1e) ha\'e to \vork on carry 1hirt)' '''restlers if posible.
nament s where the}' \viii compete if 1!1c) are goi11g to co1npete 'vith
Coach .Ccitton -e11Courages
against some of the \vrestlers they \vill these \\'rcst!ers i11 the seaso11 ending
e\ eryone to support tlie Howard
face during Nationals.
t ou r11a111c11 t.
Bison Wrestlers as they strive to,vard
Cotton sai d prescason tourCo1to11 has 1101 sci any dual meets
a successful season.
narhent s are best because it does 1l1ree
unti_I Januarv. By that time, Cotton
1

The road to graduation is paved
with term papers, lab reports, cramming,
all-11ighters and, of course, exams.
To ease that journey and awaken
your professors to your exr,eptional
abilities, \Ve suggest the ne,vest member
of the IBM" Personal System/2'" family:
the Model 25 Collegiate.
It's a high-powered personal computer \vith advanced graphics capabilities,
designed to fit on your desk without
adding to the clutter. And it comes ' vith
a generous 64-0 KB n1emory, hvo 3.5"
diskette drives and an aid package every
st·udent can appreciate - a big discount,

"

plus ~licrosoft• Windows 1.04, Write, Paint,
Cardfile, IBM UOS 3.3 and a mouse.
Pop in the load-and-go diskette'1nd
your ~lodel 25 Collegiate is set to help
you \\Tite and revise long papers and
illustrate your points by combining
words and graphics. So your professors ·
will draw favorable conclusions about
your \\'Ork.

For more information on the Model
25 Collegiate, visit the IBM Education
Product Coordinator 0 11 campus. ,
You'll quickly learn how to get the
most out of the IBM Personal
System12.
.E.~.;;'f:..

M1crosoft is a registered trademark of the M1c1osoft Corporation. 1BM is a registered trademark and Personal Sys1eml2 •Sa trademark
ot the International Bus1lll!ss Machines Corporation. Cl I BM 1987.
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·s harks record falls · after defeat, 3-3
8 )· Ma rt in P. Hansberr)·
Hi lltop Scaff Reporter

ing. ''A champion is able to rise to
the occasion. That i5' what makes him

The Howard University Sharks a champion. Our problem is that we
have fi rst place talent with' a second
saw t heir record drop to 3-3 as the)'
were defeated Monday night 130-84 place mentality," he said.
by the Seadogs of Loyola University.
At the·end of the fi rst half, the
'' We stunk," said Coach Eric
H owa rd. ''We made tactical errors Sharks fo und themselves trailing by
t hat should be behi nd us at this point 38 points with the score at 68-30. T he
in the season . We made them look
· Sharks event ually recorded their o nliki: chaffipions."
The Sharks, who usually set the ly fi rst place finish in the 200 yard
tone of a swim meeL by winn ing the butterfly individual competition.
first event were disqualifi ed a nd
Mic hael H ouston raced to a time
quickly found themselves down by 13
of 2:15. 48 in defeati ng his competipoints.
In the 400 medley relay, there was - tion. The i;l osest - swi m me r to
a problem in the back stroke to breast
H ouston was tea mm ate T r acy
stro ke excha nge. It resulted in the
swimmer leaving early and the refer,,ee Freeland who fi nished with thC time
of 2:25.53.
calling a disqu"alification .
According to Coach H oward, the
'' I wa n t~~._l__'? try a nd m ake up
Sha rk s.have no valid excuse for los-

;

,

<

some point deficit, a nd show thC
coach and team that I wanted to give
100 percent.'' said H ousto n .

-.

.

.

T he 400 ya rd freestyle relay team
of H ouston, F r ee lan d , pexter
.

.

Brow ne, and C hris.t ophe r Gayle
swaw. to a convincing victory in the
last event of the meet .
.

In the wom e n 's competitio n ,
Camille Richards was a double win'
.
'
ner, winning the 200 yard indi vidual

inedley and the

_f0Q yard . breas.t.

stroke. Ja nice Saunders- placed second in the 50 yard free style a nd the
100 yard freestyle.
T he final meet o f the first semester
will be " away against Georgetown
University o n December 4.

I
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. Call Academic Computing Services at 636-6374
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Mayor

HOWARD UNIVERSI'I'Y

College of Fine Arts

Continued from page 3
Mayor i\.1ici1~c:I Belandic. In 1983, he
c defeated Mayor Jane Byrne and the
son of the late Mayor Daley, Richard
M . Daley, in the Democrati c
primary. He then defeated Bernard
Eaton in what was considered to be
one of the most racially infected elections in recent history .

Earlier this year, W.ashington aga.in

•

•

defeated Byrne in the Democratic
primary. He also defeated third party candidate, Edward R. Vrdolyak
a11d Republican Donald H. Haiden in
the general elections.
Washington's motto wa!!. ''Chicago
\VO rk s together." Man y people have
conceded that he had not accomplished all of the reform s that he had
planned. His death has been referred
10 as ''simply untimely .''
Washington was born April l~.
1922, in Chicago's Cook Count y
Hospital and resided in the city's
South 'si de all of his life. H e
represr,nted Hyde Park, a racially integrated area, in the slat e legislature
and Congress. He graduated froffi
Roosevelt College, Nor1hwestern
University School of Law.
Washington' s death came just
seven months after he won his second
1erm over two long time opponents,
former Mayor Byrne and Cook
County DemOcra1ic Chairman
Vrdolyak.
His death lef1 the city in shock and
begun a political battle over who will
serve as acting mayor until the next
elect ion .
After somewhat of a st ruggle. the
C hicago City Council at 4:30 a.m.
Wednesday morning named Alderman Eugene Sawyer, a blaC'k: South
side ward boss, as acting mayor.
Sawyer, 53, the counci l's president
protempore and known for his Jow1 key manner , wil l serve in this position
until the next election in 1989.
At a press conference following his
selection, Sawyer said that he will not
go against anything that Mayor
Washington had already done.
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CLUBHOUSE PRODUCTIONS
in conjunction with
THE LADIES OF DJSTINCTIOtl

THE OFFICE OF UNIVERSITY CHOIBS AND BANDS

"THE FINAL CO ti FL I er·
(The Last Chance To Dance Party!!)

presents the

•

llith the real "Final Attraction"

•
A~UA.L

Featur;ng

•

•

Polygram recording artists

CHRIS}1MAS
C6NCERT
•

TOTAL CONTRAST

perfprmed by

Performing their hits
''Takes A Littlc Ti1ne 1'

(To Get It Right)

THE HOWARD UNIVERSITY CHOIR

and "Kiss''

COME DOWN!!

with

Ue a part of the LIVE shooting of the._

,

forthco1ning rnusic video -.KISS''

/

.. Orchestra

"""'""'' "''f'c"'WEi:.DON NORRIS, ConductOf'

··

,., ..,.,

S\jllday, the thirteenth of December

DOORS OPEN AT ll:OOPM

,,;; .-.,.

\ FIRST 50 LADIES FREE
)FREE BEER TIL MIDNITE

.

,

l~

Nineteen hundred and eighty-seven
•

at

li.•

.,

,

$4.00 W/College ID before ' Midnite
$5.00 General Admission

,

"""'six o'clock in the evening
in

YOUR LAST CHANCE JUST "TAKES A LITTLE Tl11E"
P.S.

·

•

FRIDAY DECEMBER 4TH
THE CLUBHOUSE
1296 UPSllUR STREET, N.W.

CRAMTON AUDITORIUM

THIS AIN'T NO JOKE!!

on

•

MAIN CAMPUS

THE PUBLIC IS INVITED

by Berke Breathed

Tickets of adn1iSsion are available at the

.--~~~~~....::;.....,

51/'IC/f
Xl\WY

I

•G15J1 1lJl?l/Y"~
:;h )

~

,

CRAMTON AU~TORIUM BOX OFFICE
•
... 636-7199

A 5VfJ5a?IP1r'5 ea11 ·no11 TO
POWNH/U.

•

•

71/f /lfAll WINS
..

,, -, ,/ 'c..:

or

. J

\

The Office . of the Dean

... ,,
)

-

•'•l\I''

'

, .

., . College of Fi,ne , Ar(~ .

. •.. iq.;:.

'

J,;,.-

~I

irr~ t} !

llJ\I

11J f f (J [

636-7040

•• ~
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Would You Like a Position
•
Ill Student Government?
•

•

•

Here's Your Chance!

•

'

\
•

,

Beginning January 19, 1988 petitions for
HUSA President and Vice President,
as well as for Undergraduate and Graduate
Trustee positions, will be available in
Room 109 of Blackburn Center.
'

'

•

•

.

•
j

These petitions will be due January 29,
1988.
-

Applicants will be contacted February 4,
1988 to confirm eligibility.
\

'

•
•• •

•

I

•
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ATM
Continued from paqe 1

said, adding that the proposal must
be approved by Howard's Board of
Trustees.
Several other banks have propos·
ed ATM installations, said Mcleod
who declined lo name !hose thrifts'.
United National Bank, which a
large number of Howard students

•

patronize, had expressed interest
several times in the past five years,
but the bank, at 2801 Georgia Ave.,
N.W., and the university failed to
reach ''any type of understanding,"
Mcleod said.
Organized in July by University
President James Cheek, the planning
committee will soon meet to discuss
the proposed wing to the Blackburn
Center which will lie to the north or
east of the center, Johns said.
Johns said the committee, made up
o f faculty members, staff and
st udent s, will develop possible
features for the new area, before submitting its recommendations to
Check.
The Blackburn renovation project
began five years ago with the
remodeling of the center doors and
includes the current renovation of the
cafeteria. According to McCleod, the
center v.·a.li ''bursting at the seams''
when it opened nine years ago.

years had routinely visited this country to give lectures and visit his apartment in New York.
Last year he joined the only other
black American, Josephine Baker, to
be made a commander in the French
Legion of Honor by French President
Francois Mitterrand.
Continued from page 7
With all the passion and fire that
can be found in his work, Baldwin
has said he is not a racist; despite the
belief of some. ' ' I don't think it's
•''Most white Americans are prejudice o r hatred towards v.'hi1e
always lying to, and concerning, their people. If my testi mony is true, then
darker brother, which means that America is a lie ... And \vhen 1ha1
they are always lying to themselves. clash occurs, I am accused of bein~
Who doubts me has only to consider racist.''
the state of the union. "
But his words reach deep and pull
Born in New York city, Baldwin hard on the string of the liberty bell.
died of stomach cancer at his home
'' With the passing of James
in St. Paul de Vence in the South of Baldwin, we have lost 011e of the
France.
''
·
most pcwerful and eloquent adHe is the author of 22 novels and vo'cates f(1r human rights," said Janet
plays and sevCral essays. Bald'>;'in Cosby, B.1 ldwin's lecture agent. ''His
received critical acclaim with his legacy will long be remembered.''
novels Go Tell It On the Mountain
''James Baldwin reached the
(1953), Giovanni's Room (1958), The heigh! of international acclaim as a
Fire Next Time (L9l53·), Nobody • novelist, playwright and essayist and
Knows My Name (1961), and, most unlike many who achieved celebrity
recently, The ]jvidence a/Things Not status, he did not sit on hi s visability
Seen (19.85) and his plays The Amen and his eloquence to promote black
Corner (1964) and Blue's for Mister st ruggle for civi l and human rights,''
,Charlie (1955).
•
said poet, playwright and author
A Harlem evangelist at 1he age of Sonia Sanchez, professor of english
. 14, Baldwin once said that the thesis at Temple University in Philadelphia
of most of his Work is that white and author of several works including
Americans must dismiss the idea of Homecoming, We A &ddDDD Peo''beio8 white'' - whici) he calls ''a pie and The Bron.'( Is Next'.
state of mirid' ' - and rhe thought of
'' TJ1e greatest tribute we can give
.white supremacy so they can realize Baldwin is to read his work and pass
their weaknesses.
·• them o n to the future generation as
BaldWin went to France in 1949 to essential literary cannon. Because of '
escape racism in America , he said, his works, everyone knows his name,
and to become more than just '' a nly name and all "our names,'' said
Negro \\riter." He returned to this Sanchez. '' Walk well dear Jimmy.
country first in 1957 and departed We will hold your name up against
again in the late 1960s, but in recent this American sil ence."
.,

Baldwin

•

'

l

WHMM wins awards
WHMM-TV, Channel 32 won
two first place and one second
place entry in the Tenth Annual
Communicati'ons Excellence to
Bl~ck Audience (CEBA) Aw<:lrds
this past October in New York
ci1y.
The event was sponsored by the
World Institute for Black Communications.
In the Dramatic Prodllctions
Single Entry Category All Thing~
Cf!nsidered ... Black, p~oduced by
Bill Pratt and Herb Grimes won
first_p}_ace out of six compet'itors.
WHMM also shared first place
with KPIX, Channel 5, of San
Francisco, in 1he Interview Studio
Non· News, Non-Drama calegory
for Evening Exchange, a program
that has previously \VOn three
CEBA awards.

The station's second place
award came for the Public Relations/Public Affairs Of Less Than
, 15 Minutes category. The award
was presented to Tammy Drurtrmond, associate producer of Evening Exchange, for her background
report on illiteracy in the Dist rict.
The segment was part of an illiteracy special entitled Can't You
Read. Local programs that are trying to combat illiteracy among
teenagers and senior citizens were
featured in the program.
During th~ past five years,
WHMM has won eight CEBA
awards and sen ior Producer
Khalim Piankhi said ''he is still
laying the foundation.'' He is trying to create a black oriented news
operation, he said.
The CEBA awards are given on
the basis of technical and creative
skills and excellence to those who
direct program messages to black
America.

Allen
Continued from page 1

.n Cleveland, first runner-up in the
Miss 21st District CaucLs Beauty
Pageant and female vocalist \Vinner
in the. D.C Metro Talent Search.
She is a member of the Howard
Gospel Choir, Howard University
Chorale, and is the vocalist for the
Bison Marching Band.
A~cording to the 21-year old
so ngsl ress, she has aspirations of being a professional recording artist.
However, if this does not materialize,
she said she will go in10 Computer
Science and teach voice lessons.
Oliver sai d the next step f"or Allen

Pholo by Frank Byrd

Get it girl!
is to record an album. He said the
competitions are just a stepping stone
because, ''in entertain1nent you need
exposure.''
Allen is very optimistic about her
future .
:''My philosophy is toibelieve first
in 1he Lord, then yourself; then , that
it is possible," she said.

'

'Homeless' students
sleepout on the Yard
~ibrary

By Lenora Harris
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Approximately 90 people spent the
night on the main yard of Howard
University late last month in a
''Sleepout for the Homeless," sponsored by Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity,
Inc., Alpha Chapter.
''The purpose of the sleepout was
to
make
the
Washington
metropolitan community aware of
the plight of the homeless," said
Br.uce Wilson, corresponding
secretary for the fraternity. ''We, as
college students, feel it is our respon~
sibility to make the commu nit y,
especially the Howard community,
aware of the situation.''
The sleepout, which began at 9
a.m. Nov. 18 and ended 4:30 p.m.
the next afternoon, started with a
discussion of the conditions of the
·homeless. According to Wilson, there
are more than 8,000 homeless in the
Washington area and there are only
enough facilities avai lable for 3,000.
''Being out in the cold made me
ha·"e a betier unders1anding of "the
di ;advantages of the homeless,'' said
sleep out participant Yolanda Jones,
a second year Ph'ysician's Assistant
student .
Throughout the evening, nonparticipants donated clothing, blankets
and canned goods to tile students
who \Vere to distribute the items to
homeless people early Thursday morning. Undistribu1ed items were given
to che Central Union Mission.
Around 2 a.m. Thursday morning,
sleep out participants shook and
shivered as the winds whipped across
the campus. Students grappled for
covers and bodies layed on top of
bodies, in search of \varmth as they
sang songs to rene\v their spirits.
''It was cold but it felt good to be
out there doing something positive,
to suffer on a smaller scale what
others feel everyday," said Yvette
Clark, a freshman in the School of
Business and Public Administration.
W~en the Founders grad uate

clock struck 4:30 a.m., signal1~~ the end . of the sleepout, part1c1pants looked exhausted, yet seemed to · be pleased with their
accomplishment.
Some even felt remorseful about
the plight of homeless people. ''I fell
like my priorities were kind of mixed up. Everyday people are dying and
I'm here at Howard trying to get my
journalism degree. And aJI my role
models are ignoring the homeless,''
said Carla Staples, a 19-year-old
sophomore from California.
The sleep out was the second attempt by the Sigmas to ·lobby for the
homeless. Last month 12 of the
fraternity members slept at Farragut
West Metrorail station from 11:30
p_. m. to 1 a .m ., when police told them
to leave or risk being arrested, according to Wilson.
''We are taking a stand against the
Dislrict government's decision to put
up a fence around .the Farragut West
Metro rail station,'' said chapter
president Jarrard Carter. ''If the
ma·sses of people in Washington,
D.C. stopped and took a look, they
would realize the problem is extensive
and growing everyday. It is time for
us as a conimunity to take steps to insure that our homeless citizens realize
that they are somebody.
''We should speak out and Jet the
O.C. government know that we are
willing to do whatever we can, and
this is only the first step of a master
plan," he said.
The sleepout was first organized by
the Epsilon Psi chapter of the fraternity at the University of Maryland,
according to Carter.
Participants were sponsored by
pledges which are to be paid by sponsorers, based on the number of hours
spent on the grounds. According to
Carter, proceeds from the activity
will be given to the Center for
Creative Non-Violence, a local
ho,meless advocacy organization
which serves approximately 2,000
people each day.

in a giant printing press and flattened into comic books. This is where
D.C. comics originated, he said.
Although the scenes tend to be
choppy at times, the music is very
'
well done as is the singing by 1l1e cast.
Thomas. These include work against
The characters are strong and vivid
~orld
hunger. poverty · and
and at tii:nes carry the audience right
Continued from page 7
.
ignorance.
._
along with them throughout their
Continued from page 2
According to University President
dialogues .
James Cheek, ''the Ford Foundation,
. T~e play concluded with a st rong d.
esca pe or rescue. ln ''Lazar's
1sarn:iament and peacetul uses of is dedicated to promoting the qualiHeroes," Lazar, played by Ernest - s1 ng1ng performance by Teena
chem1cal energy .
t
f lif f
I
·
h
"
Merer, talks about heroes that used :"'illiams and the cast. The 1nessage _ ~·· Acc;orp..Pij~ti_ment
.ade by lhe· . YD
e or pe_,o p e eve~ ere.
to l1)i alrover:Washington D.C. and 1n the sorrg emphasizes the't!f'eme of
l;Prd f::9un11a1ion,
of tJe jii<i!t.§f ~ h~~~ pres14ent of the
\Vere larger th!ttr life. Unfortunately, th~ pl.ay, ''part'n.ts~ make "fff, your
notable philanthropic organ1zatioris b~~ ~undakon since 1~9 ~d. has
mind
1f
you
\van1
cl1ildren."
thev were captured, he said, and ·put
in the world were also mentioned by
.. 10 a number of prestigious
•
pos1t1ons.
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Sometimes il seems that seniors and grad students get a lot of
special treatment. Like getting the American Express• Card pretty
much hassle-free. Sure, they've proven themselves. But you have
too, or you wouldn't be reading this today. So we're making some ,."t!/l'J,
changes. Starting now, we're making it easier tha_n ever """ ,,..~·',
for you to become a Cardmember through our
•"
Undergraduate Automatic Approval Offer.
The requirements are as simple
as they get: just be enrolled full ti1ne
in a four-year college and have some
form of inco1ne-be it from a job, a grant,
or from your folks. You don't even need a
credit history, but if you have one, it must be
clean.
·
How's that for hassle-free! Of course, once
you have the American Express Card, it gets even
better. You can use it to buy everything from sweats
lo stereos, everywhere from campus to Cameroon.
And those are just !he basics. As a Cardmember, you'll
be entitled to i world of benefits you can rely on.
So look i.nto our new automatic approval offer. Call
1-800-THE-CARD and ask for a student application. Or just
pick up an application on campus and study it You'll find
you're bound to pass.
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Enrollment in Science Majors at Howard University
S1a1i~li<·~ fro111 1hl:' 1l n1111a/ Repor1 of the Col/elf.I:' oi' J.ibert1! . lr1 ~.

'

Major

1982-83

83-84

84-85

85-86

Microbiology/ Botany

270

319

293

307

Chemistry

359

327

307

274

26

31

23

29

435

444

407

368

•

Physics/ Astronomy
Zoology .

•

Blacks
Continued from page 1

a tremendous increase in th<:
undergraduate engi neering program,
he sa id .
Current enrollment is under 851)
st udent s, down from a peak of over
900 just th ree years ago, he said.
The downward trend in the pursuit
of most sci.e nlific fields can be found
among maj ority as \veil as minority
st udent s. An informal survey by
Chemistry and Engineering m agazine
of the heads of 75 chemistry departments across the country, sho\ved
that 20 to 25 percent of the department s e~pe!'ienced declines in
undergraduate enrollment of 25 percent o r greater in the past few years.
None repo"r ted an increase.
Th e sh r i11king number s of
undergraduate stude nt s make it inevitable that the number of future

Architecture ,students to head
new faculty housing project
attracting many yo ung, talented
facul1y to the University,'' said
Vaughan. ' 'The president and his
staff thought if they cou ld alleviate
this prob lem then the housing situation wouldn'I deter faculty members
from deciding to come here.''
For many of the student s involved
in the Qroject, it was the first time
they \Vere preparing preliminary
st udies and \vorking on actual designs
to be presented in front of ''real
clients.''

By Stefani LaCour
Hill1op Staff Reporter

P h. D's \viii decline a lso.
tions that require them to seek proNoticeably, the number of fo reign fessio ns in \Vhich there is rr•.vard
stude nt s pursuing degrees is increas- soo ner than other\vise found in tl1e
ing also. According to the National sciences.
Research Council, In 1985, 23 percent
Lorra in e Willi ams, a sophomore
of the new Ph.Os \Vere foreign na- majoring in zoology , said , '' You ca n·
1ionals, an 8 percent increase over the · get an easier and faster return in
1970 figL1re.
other [areas ]. People \vant to be i11 a
''As you get ir110 the l1ighcr levels fie ld \Vhere they can get something in
of science, it' s [mostly] foreign peo- return.''
ple," said n1icrobiology major,
' 'There is a long period of traini11g
Sere11a Farquharson. ''T l1 ose people and practical experie nce. It requires
leave the cou ntry \vhcn they are done ma11y years of dedication before }' OU
\Vitl1 schoo l. So as far as careers, ca n be paid \\'ilat yol1 're \VOr!h ," said
tl1ere is nobody lef1."
Dr . Willie Tt1r r.~r. head of the
As possible reasons for 1he decline t\1ic~obiolog~·
Dcpartme11t at
in enroll1n ent at black engineering
Ho\vard . '' P eo pl e \va11t in stant.
schools, Cox cited the genera ll y lo\ver
results. With blacks, it's magnified
nutnber of college-age students com- even \vorse,'' ·he said.
'
bined \v i1J1 the fact that blackS a rc
In reference to student s \vl10
starting 10 atte11d majority schools.
change their major after beginning in
There are only seven black
a science field', se nior zoology major,
engineering schools in the country.
Anthony Jackson said those \vho stay
The program at l\1organ State Colthrough their sop homo re year
lege in Balti more is the 1nost rece 11t
gc11 eralt y remain in the program for
and and eighth program is develop- the durat ion. ''There is such an ining at H ampton lnstitu1e. Last year,
vestment that you have to keep go·
Ho,vard's school graduated more
i11g," he said.
black engineers than ah}' other
J ackson and \V illi ams the vast
scl1ool, said Cox.
amount of detailed material chat
StL1 den1s \Vho are science majors at
stude nt s arc req uired to learn is
Ho\vard easily pointed ou1 the reason
another detraction.
\vhy some people 111ight not find the
'' ).' ou can't use your natural
subject attractive.
i;ki!ls, '' Will iams said. '' (There are!
Most people intervie\ved noted that
n1any ne\v things that do!l't necessari ·
blacks often have financial obligai)· b!rn d in \Vitl1 each other."

For n1any student s in Howard's
School of Architecture and Planning,
! l1 e lo11 g hours of hard \vork ~nt
on

co 11 ceptualizi 11g their dreams
the
future may become a reality befor
ma11y of rhem graduate.

Last spr in g, at the request of
university presi dent James Cheek,
approxiinately 60 sop homores and
se11iors from the schoo l \Vere selected
to directly participate in a major
design project to develop housi ng
u11its for the university's faculty.

- - ··-

Since tl1at 1i111c, propsed pla ns have
been presented to C heek and 1he
Board of Tru stees fo r th e tiousing
u11its tl1at are projected to be co mpleted a11d ready for occupancy by
1990.

''It's great that the
university respected us
enough to give us
control of the project
and at the same time
help to promote the
School of Architecture.''

''The president an d board are all
extrcn1ely excited to get t hi s project
t111der\vay but they are still contemplati11g 011 \vhcther to use one
proposal or combi11e several ideas
together for lhe housi ng unit s ," sai d
Audrey Vaughan, assista nt to the
Dea11 for Specia l Projects.

'' Thi s \Vas treated totall y different
Tl1e faculty housing complex, to be from anything we have ever done in
loca1ed on the East ca1n pus next to class. The problems were very real
1l1c Scl1ool of Divinity, was first pro- and \ve had to adjust to working with
other students as a team,'' said senior
posed by C heek and hi~ ~ta ff t_o fight_ C harmaine So lozano.
the l1igl1 cost of lt vin g 1n the
Unde r th e direction of faculty
\\1asl1ing1on area, a 11d at the sa me
1i111e involve students i11 plann ing for members Don Robert s and Angel
Clarens for so phomore .<>tudents, and
t!1e future, said sources
i11

professors Sam Simaika and RaJBarr Kumar leading seniors, students

'' Because it is so expens ive to live
D.C. Ho,vard has had a problem

1

were instruc1ed to first do preliminary
studies on site analySis, research existing faculty housing and fami liarize
themselves with the D .C. Zoning
Codes to lay the foundation of struc·
turalizing the project.
Once that phase was completed
some student s .developed a master
plan of the overal l structure - determining were the units, parking lots
and other necessary immunities
\vould be located. Other students
were in charge of designing floor
plans fo r individual units and others
determined what materials \vould be
used in the interior and exterior of the
struct ures.
Subsequently, eight site models
and plans repesenting four differ~~t
approaches to one problem were cr1t1qued by selected staff members and
professional practitioners and then
presented to the Board of Trustees
last May.
Senior David l\oanya, \vho designed one of the townhouse units
capable of housing three s·e perate
families, said the project was more
than just an introduction to the real
\VOrld. ''It was exciting for me as a
st udent to participate In this_prQjtg
because now I can say thi's is \Vhat I
did when I \Vas in sc hool and it gives
you momentum to go on after we get
out. ''
·
' ' It 's great that the university
respected us enough to give us contro l of the project and at the same
rime help to promote the school of
Architectrue,'' he said . '' It says to
other people that Ho\vard' s program
is producing good students every y~ar
and in turn it :s a way of attracting
equal ly t.i~tented students to the
University.,

I

The Nation's Largest Black ColJegiate
Newspaper reaches 10,000 people· a
week. You should advertise with us now!
Call 636-66/67168.
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Continued from page 2

Iraq wi1'1 military \veapons. Ke'nt said
'' the United States does not \vant to
end the war because they wOuld lose
too much money from the selling of
military weapons.' '
Moses made four demands for an
immediate end to the bloodshed in
the Iran/ Iraq War as well as givi ng
both peoples the right to determine
1J1eir destiny. an end to a ll forms of

foreign military intervention and the
end to the increasing violations of the
basic human rights of both country's
citizens as well.
The overall message left by the
speakers was that there is a desperate
need for the masses to get involved
\Vith what the government is doi~g. }
e only way the people can get 1nolved is to become educated with
oth domestic and foreign affairs
here the United States is involved.
The sp'eakers said that knowing
what is going on is not enough. Action must be taken to let the government know whether we suppo rt or
disagree with what they are do~ng .
Onl y by doing this wi ll we achieve
\vorld peace .
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Asemester's worth of free checking. We gotta be cr.izy, right?Nope.
It's our way to say welcome to Citicorp Savings. Get Free Checking
for an entire semester. And with your Citicard you'll have access to
24 -hour Citibanking at over 2200 ~IOSf locations in the DC area.
And unlike niost banks, there's no charge for ATM transactio~s .
And \ve're so close to you, just around the corner frorn can1pus.
So you'll have a little extra time to hit the books ... or catch the hits.
Come on dpwn to any one of our five convenienl branches:
•Brookland, 3800 12th St. , N.E. , Washington, DC 20017,
Telephone 857-6970. Hours: ~1onday·Thursday, 9am-4 pm;

Friday 9am-7 pm, Saturday 9am- l pm.
•Federal Triangle, 317 9th St., N.W, Washington, DC 20004,
Telephone857-6930. Hours: Monday-Friday 8:30am-4:00pm.
• Kalomma, 1829 Connecticut Ave., N.W., Washington, DC 20009,
Telephone 857-)550. Hours: Monday-Friday, 8:30am-4:00 pn1.
• ~1etropolitan Square, 1400 G. St., N.W, Washington, DC 20005,
Telephone 857·6980. Hours: Monday-Friday, 8:30 am-4:00pm.
• Vennont & L.'1090 Vennont Ave., N.W, Washington, DC 20005,
Telephone 857-6895. Hours:
-.
Monday-Friday, 8:30 am-4:00 pm.

Citicorp Savings of Washington, O.C. A Federal Savings and Loan Association. Member FSLIC.

CITICORPO
SAVINGS

Members of the footboll teom let everyone know whose nUmber one aft8r
Cheek's lawsuit onnoucement.

,

Lawsuit
Continued from page 1

computer model collapses runaway
scores and takes note of a home field
advantage.''
Universit y alum'ni, students and
other interested individuals have also
<:ailed and written the Univer~ity and
expressed both favorable and unfavorable responses about the suit .

On Nov. 2i, Howard's lawyers appeared before Judge John Garret
Penn in the U.S. District Court and
\\.ere denied a restraining order to halt
all playoff games un)ess the· Bison
were added to the 16-team field. The
judge reasoned rhat ''siibstantial risk
or harm would be done to others if
the gam es are ordered to be
delayed.''
Penn said that implementing a
restraining order would not be fair to
the 16 teams and their fans who had
planned for the games.

I
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The Ladies of Alpha Chapter,
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority,
Inco rporated
Present
'' The Final Ch apter··

Party at EAST SIDE
Half St.. S. W .

The Howard University Architecture
& Planning Alumni Chapter is sponsoring a Black ·rie ·dinner for
Doctor Walter B. Levvis former facul ty and assistant dean. The tribute will
be held Sun day, December 6 , 1987

Sat .. Dec . 5

10:00 p. m. · 4 :00 a. m.

636·7422 .

T ickets $3.00 in advance

Ketara Word Processing : books .
reports, legal , stats, tape transcriptions. Pickup/delivery . Word Perfect.
Reasonable . 24 hour phone

This Friday at the Clubhouse!!
is '' The Final Conflict ··. the Last
Chance to Dance Party.
1296 Upshur St.. N. W .
Doors open at 11 :00 p . m.
Free beer!! First 50 Ladies Freer
A Ladies of Distinction Product ion.
Attention! Attention! Attention!
The Golden Key Honor Society's 3rd
Annual Reception for new members
will be held on December 7. 1987 in
.the Blackburn Center's East
Ball room. All are welcomed I For additional • information contact Larry
Williams at 636-0315

703-573·0730. Pass it on.
For Rent

Georgetown female to share a large
3 bedroom townh0use on G2 bus
line. Garage . washer , dry er.
dishwasher. $345 + . Call Ola at

338·2962 .
-

Nightclub. 1824 y, St .. S. W. From
10:00 p. m to 4:00 a. m.
Attention : All student councils .
Please send your Chairman of Elections to the meeting of all student
councils on December 11, 1987 at
6:30 p. m. in the Forum. Th is
meeting is to discuss pertinent information and student council participation in the Spring General Elections _
On March 21. 1988 it will be the time
to get ill . All the party animals will be
getting Spring Stupid in Nassau.
B·ahamas . We ·ve had our first
meeting but don "t cuss . There still
may be room left for you . Don"t be
left out in the cold . Contact
636-0397 evenings.
The Ladi~s of Alpha Chapter ,
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority . Inc .
prftsent
Our .Annual Rush
·· The Uniqueness of Zeta ··
December 6. 1987

300 - 5:00 p. m.
Blackburn Center
New Spring Course -Englan d Since
..
1714 . History 013-1 79-01 . Explores
the development of Britain since the
'indust rial revolution . Emphasis on
cultural and intellectual history, particularly the relationship between industri<1l1zation, empire and culture.
Primary concern will be with patterns
of behavior and the nature of British
culture. Course will follow seminar
format w/ weekly readings and
discussion. For information. contact
Dr . Richardson at 636-7030/7033.

•

Mot her Dear·s Annu al Christmas
Caroling {A tribute to the late
Mother Dear)
Saturday. December 5 . 1987
2:00 p. m. at the Martin Luther King
Library Main Lobby
9th and G Streets. N. W .
Admission Free

•

The Brothers of Omega Psi Phi
Fraternity. Inc . extend to all serious
minded Howard University men an invitation to the:

original $ 40. 00 . Call 29 1-66, 7
REVIERA ENTERP_RISES
Personals

To : Karimah
Happy Birthday! You 're a very nice
loo ki~g young lady, and that personal ity I must agree '" You wear it
well!'' Enjoy your day!!
A Friend
- -.
Leslee C.
I don 't know if you realize it yet , but
I am strongly attracted to you . I'd like
to get together with you some time.
Tim N.
The Howard University Soul Squad
would like to thank the members of
H.U.S .A. and the General Assembly
for approving funds for our club's
first trip to the M .E.A.C. Basketball
Conference .

•
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For Sole

---~---~----~

Waist-High Refrigerator. Like NeW:

$80or Best Offer. Call 797·1984 .

Go Bison Go!!

Bu~iness _Majors- ~ain practic9I e;per1ence _in Marketing. Advertising .
Sales with Small Bu siness . Interesting work . Flexible hours .
Salary/ln_•,ernships . 783-6 48 9.

'

Tajk POLITICS
Earn $8.00 + hr. Help move our progressive political agenda forward by
phoning and updating our member-

ship 5:15 · 9:30 p. ".'· Call Betty
775·0370
Political Activist
Earn while you learn! We are offering both winter breaks and spring
semester jobs. Mobilize citizens
around social justice issues. Good
communication skills a must. Political
background helpful . To apply call

CITIZEN ACTION 775-0370 EOE.
Customer Service/Telemarketing
PBS has a part-time position
available for a person with good
phone skills to market education service s to colleges. Some experience/knowledge of public broadcasting or higher education helpful .
Perfect for graduate student .
homemaker. Hours flexible. Hourly
pay accordin g to experience . Approximately 25 hours. per week .
Send resume and letter of interest
to :

PBS-AL'.S
1320 Braddock Place
Alexandria. VA 22314

DHJ:
ft would be nice to hear from you
sometime in the near future -- like

BEFORE Christmas Break ... I think
there are some things we need to
discuss-- mainly SCHOOL!
Smile, okay?

To Floyd Dickens:
Salute was live , Homeboy- you did,
an excellent job . You 're a rather
thorough individual! Continue the
Dickens tradition.
Love,
Karen & Dee-Dee
Jen Fen :
She ISN 'T a PW , nor is she showing
any interest ... Darn it!
Not ready to give up

-· .
·~

· ;.

Dear Destine,
As the mist of cont roversy follows
your migration to and fro , I hope one
stabilizing factor has been our
developing relationship . Thank you ·
for your constant companionship and
your love. I also hope our future
endeavors will be just as rewarding .
Signed.
Just A Friend
Happy Birthday Kimberly Carte r!! !!!!
'" Funny how time flies," but you're
finally in ··con trol!"'
Lots of Love .
Your '' roomie'' Janet J .
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-· When you break awa this year,
do it with sty e.
.
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YoL1r College \X1eek i11 Bern1u<.l;1 is r11ore t!1:111 jLtsl
Slttl, s:111cl :111cl Sllrf.
Rigl1t fron11!1e tirs1 oL1tr;1geoL1s "College B;1sl1"
al Ell)()\\' Beacl1, it ·s :1\\-eek of Lt11rele11ti11g ple3SLJre .
Spet1acul:.1r s1:::1side buft"et lu11cl1eo11s. A cal~'PSO
a11d li111ho festi\';1J like 11011e 01 l1er. Sn1;1sl1ing cla11ce·
til ·)'OU-drop be:.1ch JJarties, featLtri11g Bern1ucla's top
rock, steel ;111d cal}1Jso IJa11cls. Eve11 a "Party Cruise~
A! l co111 pl i n1e11t.-> of t lie Be r111Lt<.\:1 Oe\J:lrt n1e11t
ofTotiri.5111.
Ber111L1c.L1 is <ti! of tl1is- :.111d 111uc/1, 111L1cl1 more.
It ·s i(lUri11g tl1e i.sla11d on our breez)' n1opeds.

ing skills; TRAIN for '87 and '88
10-4(. hours/wk. Eve .

ft/pt . Sal. $5-7/hr. Advcmtitravel
opps. Toxics never sleep ... take a
meaningful job and be a part of the
solution! Call Clean Water Action .

1

• Col IC,i?l. \\;'cc ~., pa1:ka,i?l-S r11.11 :l\':.11lahlt· \\'t't'k of A1Jril 10·16.

-

TRA'J L

To My Howard University Dance
&
Ensemble Family,
208 West 260th'Street
Our first Fall concert performance
PO. Box 1322, Riverdale, NY 1047 '
received inspiring reviews . My love
1 (800) 237·7465
and admir8tion is extended to all the
Io N.Y State call collect
members in the Ensemble tor their
(212) 7966646
personal deddication and pat ience
d1:1ring a long and tedious rehearsal
sc hedule. Much thanks and ap- · . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - ''..__ __,

~:;;~~~sna~~~ugg;~te~~tw~o~~~ke

Video tape- c-o n-vers1on from U. S .

ed behind the scenes. in addition .to
the dil igent Cramton crew .
With Love and Respect ,
African Princess No. 13

SECAM I PAL M are standards used
in most countries in Europe, Asia ,
Africa and South America .__Convert

Thi11king of you. call me o. k.? See
you next week.
·· Nola ''

547-1 196.

\

(Do remember to keep left!)
It's jogging 011 c1u iet cou11Lry ro~1ds- i11clu~ing
a11 early mornirlg 2·k "Fli11 Ru11" from 1-lorseshoe
Bay. It ·s explori11g t11e treasures in our inler11atio11al
shops, playing golf on eight great coL1 rses, ancl
tennis on over 100 isla11d-wide courts.
But 111ost of all , it's rl1e feeli11g you get 011 a ti11y,
no\ver-becleckecl islarid, separa1c'CI froin eve11where
and everytl1i11g ~)1 6no miles of sea.
l "his year, Dreak away with st) le. See y6ur CamJJLtS 'fra\1el Rep(ese11tat i~ or Travel Age11t for details.

REDMAN SPORT

Stude nt by day .... Environmenta1
crusader by night!! ! Dust off your
cape, earn$$$, and qualify for front
line political y,•ork: STOP pesticide
poisoning; LEARN political organiz·
elections.

Congratulations to the Bison Football team from the Howard Universi-·
ty Soul Squad on their successfL1\
season and bec:..iming the 1987

M.E.A.C. Champs.

Help wonted

Last Chance to Shake it!!

Friday. December 4 . 1987 .
Da Battle of the Booties featuring
two dance floors at T.he East Side

March 6 to April 23, 1988'

to your country's virleo standard or
vice versa. Quality is as good as y(·,..'r

from 4:00 p. m. to 8 :00 p. m. at the
Blackburn Center of Howard University .' For tickets and further information call the planning department at

$5 .00 at th e door

your Y2' VHS made in the U. S. A.

•

Advert1· se I. n th e 'HILLTOP

standard (NTSC) to foreign stan- 'PLIE
dards (PAL/SECAM/PAL M). PAL I Spike.

Call 636-6867

1987 Pre-Smoker
Monday. December 7. •1 987
7:00 p. m. Sharp!!!
Fraternity House (1231 Harvard

O ®

Str~et . N. W.)

•

Applications for the 1988 District of
Columbia Cherry Blossom Princess
are now available at the Blackburn
Center Front Desk. Deadline for submission is Friday. January 8. 1988.
So get yours today!!!!

\

Friday. December 4 . 1987. Unlike
.recent parties. this ain ·1 no joke . The
Consortium Jam from 11 :00 p_ m.

UNTIL 5:00 a. m. at The Chapter
Tr,ree Nightclub. located at 900 First
Street SE. Adm ission will be $5.00.
Use the weekend right before exams
to party with students from GW, GU ,

UM . AU . SSC as well as students

'

'

from HU Come dressed to impress .
. ~his will d~efinitely be worth your
time .
There will be an emergency meeting
of the Political Science Society on
Monday. December 7 at 6:00 p. m.
in Douglass Hall Room 821 . Special
_Electioris will be held. Please plan to
•

~attend.

•

·ASAP Wordprocessing - (includes
free lun ch) - Reports . Theses .
Dissertations. Resumes . Leg al
Documents and Tape Transcription.
Sp ell ing checked. Rt..l sh jobs .

0

HAIRWEA VE SPECIAL
$30 - $120
INCLUDES
• On e-Four Row W eave

'

Book Service 722·0701 . Support a

'

student enterprise.

.

·

- ·--·- ·-- -- -----

Professional Typing Service _

~

"

•

• Guaranteed Hairgro wth
• N o Pulli n g -

No Pain

• Shampoo , Condition , Style & Cut

ornrow$&

O®

5401 FOURTEENTH STREET, N.W.
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20011
(202) 723-1827

,
'

•

I

• High Quality Tangle-Free lOO o/o
W e t & Wavy Human H air

\1

(20 2)488-7005.

I

• Free Con sultatio n

••

Reasonable Rates. 726-5358.
Club MD DAIQUIRI Party!!
Friday. December 4 , 1987
225 Bates St. (Off 3rd between P St .
and Q St . on G2 route)
$2 .00 non-members
$1 .00 members
From 1O:OO - until You OROP!
Stud?.nts--Faculty--Staff --top prices
paid for ·used and unwanted books
with resale value . Tim Jones, TAJ

.·. . };'._'_,-
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LIMITED TIME OFFER
SPECIAL HAIRCOLORS ADDITIONAL
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